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Local talent jimmy i1 dbauiet life as
a musician and his appreciation for
the IMU audience.

Personal Digital Assistants, or PDAs, are
the next uxwt of the techic toys to tempt the
digitally sappy.

Both tlie men's and women's basketball teams
competed in their respective Colonial Athletic
Association Tournaments over break.
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JMU alum
charged in
connection
with Feb.
murder
Former JMU men's basketball player Kent Culuku,
29, was charged in connection with the death o( a limousine
driver,
Coslas
Christofi, at the home of
former NBA star Jayson
Williams' in New |ersey,
according to ESPN.com
Monday. Coluko played
briefly for the Nets from
Oct. 3 to 9, during the 1997'98 season.
Culuko allegedly helped
Williams to wipe the murder
weapon clean and also told
witnesses to lie fo police about
how the snooting occurred.
He was charged with witness
tampering and surrendered
on Monday to New Jersey
authorities. He currently is
being held on $50,000 bail!

M A D I SOW WEEK EVENTS
TODAY. Wilson Hall
Pr/igram: Contrasting vievAqn the Second Amendment
ion one: 5c3pj.n1 Stephen Ualbrook
lion two: HKasfc.mflJpnnls Renigan
onors Program luncljeon wjh Clarence Thomas
FRIDAY. March is Ja
• l.unusM:i<hSon s 2.S!St I
• t |0a.it>. LavmttKr Sag
awarajs ami rerognfrtaae"»
Graft <tvitoV»P Theatre'

urger, 62nd Secretar>' of State,
given, satellite location at

Mnntpelier Ceremony
ai-gun salute to commemorate

STEPHANIE NELSON Igrapln,1 ediutr
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Today:
Mostly sunny
High: 70
Low: 44
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JMU celebrates Madison
University hon ors namesake's 251st birthday
this with week of events, speakers, awards
BY KYRA PAPAFII.

staff writer
JMU will celebrate James
Madison's 251st birthdav celebration this week with a series
of events, speakers and awards.
A brown bag lecture by JMU
history professor and Madison
Center affiliate Dorothy BoydRush kicked off the events yesterday. Boyd-Rush spoke on
James Madison's early education and on his first teacher,
Donald Robertson. The lecture
was held in the newlv-completed James Madison Center in

Wilson Hali.
Boyd-Rush is the researcher
(or the Madison Center and has
been conducting primary
research
about
Donald
Robertson. "She has uncovered
many of his log books from his
school and this has helped
uncover who this teacher was
who sparked the curiosity of
one of western civilization's
greatest thinkers," according to
co-chair of the Madison
Committee and director of the
Identity Leadership Team
Andy Perrine.

In danger of zoning?
Polititian refutes claims that he wants to relocate JMU students
Klines

"Everyone remembers that
teacher who started the spark
for them, and James Madison's
was
Donald Robertson,"
Perrine said. "If we honor this
teacher in such a way, it shows
how we value our teachers."
Wednesday
afternoon
brought an exhibition debate
between JMU and Mary
Washington CoHege in GraftonStovall Theatre. The debate
topic
was
the
Second
Amendment, "the right to bear
see WEEK, page 5

Madison
Day guest
speaker
uninvited
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

Williams, 34, who already
was charged with manslaughter in the Feb. 14 shooting of
the limosine driver, allegedly
wiped his own fingerprints off
the shotgun and told house
guests, including Culuko, to
tell police it was suicide.
The new charges of hindering apprehension, evidence
tampering, witness tampering, fabricating physical evidence and conspiracy to
obstruct the law carry a combined penalty of more than 14
years in prison.
According to ESPN.com,
court papers reveal that
Williams removed his clothes
immedi.itclv .lfter the shooting and toid Culuko lo dispose of them Another house
guest. John W Cordnick. 44,
took the clothing away but
has since turned it over to
investigators Gordick also
was charged in connection
with Christofi -death.
Culuku, who graduated
from (Ml m 1995, is third alltime on the Dukes' scoring list
with 1,701 points

-ampied from Maff rtforlt

senior writer
Amid controversy for
plagiarizing passages of a
book,
historian
Doris
Kearns Goodwin has been
uninvited as the keynote
speaker for James Madison
Day Friday.
"It sends a very good message," Kevin Hardwick, assistant professor of history, said.
"It says that as an academic
community we take academic
integrity seriously."
Goodwin originally was set
to speak in Wilson Hall at 9:30
a.m. Friday, but has been
replaced
by
Lawrence
Eagleburger, who served as
President George H. W. Bush's

-6 6

NATE THARWaOIorair
BY JAMES DAVID

assistant news editor
Harnsonburg City Council
member Hugh Lant/, who
plans to run for re-election
May 7, refuted the allegations
that he plans to "create a student ghetto" by confining students to residences on Neff
Avenue and Port Republic
Road. Allegations about the
goals of Lant/' platform were
made in a Feb. 25 Breeze
Opinion column and a Feb. 28
letter to the editor
In an Opinion column,
freshman Adam Sharp wrote
about Lantz's political plat-

form, which appeared in a Feb.
20 Daily News Record article.
"Unfortunately, now a
prominent politician wants to
pack us all up and send us to
the virtual JMU student ghetto," Sharp wrote.
In his Feb. 28 Breeze letter lo the editor, Computer
Lab administrator Timothy
Chandler wrote, " ... the
idea of forcing all students
to live in one part of town is
absolute lunacy. 1 am a student at JMU.'l am also a
full-time employee of JMU
and have been a resident of
the Harrisonburg area for

nine years. Would the City
Council dare tell me where
I can and cannot live simply
on the basis of my desire to
pursue an education?"
Lantz replied to the allegations when he said, "For
someone to say I am doing
something negative to JMU
students is just false. I bleed
purple and gold."
During an interview with
77ir Breeze, Lantz denied the
allegations that he wants to create a "student ghetto," Lantz
said he wants to "revitalize
neighborhoods, not to move
JMU students into ghettos."

STEPHANIE NELSON/grapta edilot
Some
students
have
expressed apprehension with
changes made within the past
two years concerning zoning
laws. Speaking about the student's fears of rezoning and
not being able to live in a particular area, Lantz said,
"|Recently| then? was no
rezoning done whatsoever... I
don't want to change it at all."
Instead, Lantz said he
wants to focus on neighborhood revitalization rather
than zoning changes.
Harrisonburg has some
set POLITICIAN, page 5

Jogger
struck Pre-PT program prepares students
by truck Students prepare for graduate physical therapy programs
A student was In! bj .1
truck whik logging on Port
Republic Road Monday,
Senior Jeanne Venneri
Westfield. N.J. was l\il while
logging eastbound on Port
Republic, crossing the northbound entrance ramp lo
Interstate HI at 438 pan
"llie drivel ol ilk- |9H(»
CMC truck, Thomas Harold
Salyer, 63, of I larnsonburg,
was attempting to turn right
onto the entrance road irom
Port Republic at ,i green light
when he struck Venneri
silo was transported to the
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital with head Injuries,
then to UVa. Hospital by t|„.
Pegasus helicopter.
As of Tuesday aft
Venneri was listed in critical
conditional the hospii.i]
The accident is still undi r
investigatkm and no i
wen? filed as of luesdaj
— compiled from staff rrjmrjs

BY LINDSAY MARTI

news editor
JMU's prt-phvsK.il Ihaxapj
minor program provide* stvtral necessary stepping stones for
students interested in pursuing
a canal in PT, according to the
program's cixirdinaloi
Jeff Konin, also assistant
Crotessor ol athletic Hauling in
with sciences, said, "The
mam purpose of the pre-phys
ical Iherapy advisement component is to prepare JMU students to be strong applicants
in the competitive enlrv
process to graduate phvsk.il
Iherapy programs"
According to Konin, professor! in liealth s. leiues. biology,
kinesiology and psychology
departments assist in pre-phys" al Iherapy advisement.
"This unique prep.ir.it op,
process has received significant
positive feedback from physical iherapy programs with
I lo how well-prepared
1N1 v
students are to both

apply and enter graduate PT
programs." Konin said.

essays for application to PT
graduate schools.
There are some challenges
when applying to a physical
-6 6therapy graduate school,
Konin said.
TTH'S unique
I hate schools do not have
preparatory process standardized prerequisites for
admittance As a result,
has received significant undergraduate students carefully must research each
feedback...
school that may be of interest
them and be sure lo take the
—Jeff Konin to
required courses in addition
program coonlinalor
to the |MU required major,
minoi and general education
-**
courses, Konin said.
"This can become quite a
11, said that students inter- task to keep track of,"
ested ill pursuing a career in Konin said.
Senior pre-IT minoi Lrin
pi aiiend fcxmal meetings and
receive advisement regarding Burlovich said that hex advisor
prerequisite class laqulre- and older pre-PT minors
mrni- c ,RE preparation, assis- informed her about llie varying
tance with finding community prerequisites at each IT gradul.inhli.-s where students may ate school
"Knowing
this
early
volunteer, the development ol
strong lattwrtosj and educa- allowed me to research the
tion of how to write quality schools 1 cc as interested in to

ensure 1I met the requirements
to apply," Burlovich said.
Konin said ho is working
with
members
of
the
American Physical Therapy
Association to promote a standardized prerequisite requirement for all schools in the
United Slates. This will allow
students to have a clear-cut
curriculum that meets each
school's class requirements.
"Each school is accredited;
thus, they have standard
requirements in the doctoral
curriculum." Konin said, "so
they should be able to standardize what they believe to be
as the necessary courses for
applicants to take.
"Manv quality schools are
losing quality
applicants
because the students just do not
have the time to take so manv
different courses that each
school requires," he said.
Students must take classes
see PKE-PHYSICAL. page 4

// sends a very good
message... we take
academic integrity
seriously.
-Kevin Hardwick
assistant professor of histon

-95
first secretary of state.
According to the March 7
Richmond
Times-Dispatch,
Goodwin "has admitted passing off scores of passages
written by others as her own
in her 1987 book, 'The
Fitzgeralds
and
the
Kennedys.'" JMU's decision
to withdraw its invitation to
the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author came during a tide of
rejections for Goodwin. She
first was dropped as the
University of Delaware's
commencement speaker, then
began an indefinite leave
from PBS' "NewsHour with
Jim Lehrer," and most recently she pulled out as a Pulitzer
Prize judge.
"We ask students to take
very seriouslv their responsibility to uphold the honor
code," said Andy Perrine, cochair
of
the
Madison
Committee and director of the
Identitv leadership Team.
"And JMU faculty go to great
lengths with their own publishing to make certain they don't
make the sort of mistake Doris
Kearns Goodwin is accused of
making. Bringing her here
could be seen as contradictory
to the university's commitment
to those ideals'"
The university lost its
$17,500 deposit for Goodwin,
who had charged a $35,000
honorarium fee, according to
Director
of
Univer-m
Communications Fred Hilton.
Hilton said Goodwin's contract was signed about a year
ago. Eagleburger is charging
$10,000 for his return to JMU
after previously being the
see GOODWIN, page 5
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• Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship,
5:30 p.m.. H.iptiM Student Center on the corner of Cantrell
Avenue and Smith M.nn Stnvt, contact Archie at 434-6822

FRIDAY, MAR. 15

Petty Larceny
• An unknown sub|ect removed a
mouse from the Harrison Hall computer lab March 6 at 12:38 p.m.

BY JAMES DAVID AND RICHARD
SAKSHAUG

Assl. news editor and news editor
A JMU student was |udicially charged
for a weapons violation in Hillside Hall
March I at 5:13 p.m. The subject
reportedly had a BB gun in the residence hall.
In other matters, campus police report
the following

Malicious Phone Call
• Non-student Brock A Sumpter. 21.
ol Harrisonburg was arrested and
charged for making a malicious phone
call Feb 21 at 12:25 a m The incident
occured Feb. 8 off campus.
Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported the larceny
of a mountain bike between Feb 26 at
3:15 to Feb. 28 at 2:25 p.m. between
Moody and Maury halls

Sign Matters

3

Disability Awareness Week

3

OPINION

SUNDAY, MAR. 17

• Lacrussi- vs Kni~.ni University 3 p.m. Softball
Oiikes lnvji.iiion.il, Mardl IS to 17, St. Francis
University, noon, University ot Maryland, Eastern
Shore 4 p.m.

POLICE LOG

• Young Democratic Socialists (YDS-JMU) general meeting,
8 p.m., Taylor 309, for more information, visit
wuw.jmu.edu/orgs/voimgtirms0c/ or contact Aaron or Adam at
433-6411

• Lacrosse vs. Loyola l p.m.

House Editorial: Vokjnteerism extends
after graduation
7

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury House on South
Main Street across from the Quad, contact Emily at antaniee

Breeze reader's view College identity
crisis. 'Mr Madison's University'
7
Breeze reader's view: Student looks
at definition of offensive word
7

WEATHER

Darts & pats

8

Letter to editor

6

Spotlight What was the dumbest
thing you did over Spring Break?

8

Today

LIFESTYLES

Mostly Sunny
Underage

Possession

High 70 Low 44

ot

Alcohol
• Allison D Johnson. 20. of Danville
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol
and underage possession of alcohol
on March 1 at 3:13 a.m. on
Cantrell Avenue.
• Non-student Antonio Patncio. 19, ol
Harrisonburg, was arrested and
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol, underage possession
of alcohol and driving without a
license March 2 af 1:16 a.m. on the
corner ol Warsaw Avenue and South
Main Street
•
Christopher D Doran, 18, ot
Landsville. Pa was arrested and
charged with underage possession of
alcohol Feb 28.
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Got Sushi?

CORRECTION

Men's basketball

Rasheeda Miller was profiled in "Paths and
Influences Students work to change perceptions
embrace acceptance" Ayanle Ali is Miller's.
boyfriend This information was incorrectly reported
in the Feb 15 issue of The Breeze
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Sports beat
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Valleu lanest^

Visit our store for all your sushi needs'
While you're there, de-stress with our new and exciting
line of aromatherapy soaps, tropical candles, bath salts,
massage oils, body butter, finest herbal teas and incense
Go ahead, you deserve it!
FREE PAIR OF JAPANI SK SANDALS FOB EVERY
PURCHASE OF S5O.00 or aaorat
Shenandoah Heritage Farmer's Market 540-280-3484

Hometown Music
GUIMRS,

flurs,

DRUMS,

PA

ADD MORE

- «w*.homrtownniiiiic.ett

New Ibanez model! and lover pricei
on RG & S body guitars
Zildjian & Sabian cymbals now

Clearance Prices on
Selected 2001 Model*

#

40% off lilt every day
New Deering banjo models

Left Handed Gullars
8 Battei In Stock

Sunday & Monday
9:00 pm - llOO am

Wednesday, Friday
Saturday, Sunday

ru\
HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Witmer. M.D.
Louis E. Nelson. M.D.

C. Larry Whitten, M.D.
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

New Zoom I 0-traek

Sim Heart:
10 6 Mon, Tea, Tlier. Fri;

i as Sat

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800) 545-3348

digital recorder only $699
)Maebie & Electro Voice PA gear

Cloud Wadaeidiy
a S.ssat

Laney guitar ampi

434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver. F.N.P.

Ask about our
new extended hours

PA and lighting rentals

TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOI.OGY

OCIVrC
Inn
lour
4^

nHirnt #•««#■
Delicatessen

Come party witR Brooklyn's
on St. )0atricl<s t£)ay!

;«C*S>v-*V

tpVOfy
We deliver

n i

THURSDAY MAY 9

hcobo^onk

R0AN0KE CIVIC CENTER COLISEUM
■ l j^i, OlHatr BofcOtHf.

2035-51 E. Market St. • Next to the ABC store • 433-4090

1100 or <jt-t *.r Mb
■
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'"They're not going to serve
any safety purposes."

I 411 on 9/11
College courses examine Sept.
II issues, including terrorism,
the Middle East and Islam

JACK GRAY

sophomore
SM

below

On Main Street, huge signs of the times
BY RICHARD SAKSHAUG

news editor

AUDREY WtLLIAMS/imfrihimc pknyraphrr
Students, parents and area residents will have no doubts
about street names thanks to the new larger signs.

Finding
one's
way
through
the
streets
of
Harrisonburg is getting a little easier — easier to read,
thai is. New, large green
signs with larger print have
been installed at the intersection of Bluestone Drive and
South Main Street on the
north side of (MU's campus.
Signs for Bluestone, Main
and Warsaw Avenue, the
road across from Bluestone,
now clearly are labeled.
"We thought we'd make it a
little easier in town," said Russ
Campbell, Harrisonburg Traffic
Signal Tech 2.
Specifically, the signs help
with the busy traffic around
the IMU campus. "It helps parents
find
the
college,"
Campbell said.
Instead of trying to strain
eyes to see the typical road
signs, visitors easily can see the
prominent new signs, Campbell
said. "You gel a big one thai
kind of jumps out at you," he
said.
The new signs join the
large slreel signs that were
installed several months ago
al the corner of South Main
Street and Cantrell Drive, the
next closes! intersection.

Campbell said the plan is
to install even more large
signs in the future. "We hope
to have them ... up on all
your main through-ways,"
he said.
The possibilities for additional installments depend on
the funds available, Campbell
said. "It is a pretty good expense
to change them," he said.
Students waiting at the
crosswalk
of
Main
and
Bluestone had varying opinions
about Ihe new signs.
"I've never noticed them."
freshman Ashley Hawkins said,
regarding them for the first time
Tuesday afternoon. "Everybody
pretty much knows where |the
roads) are."
Sophomore lack Gray said,
"They're not going lo serve any
safety purposes. They're just
big signs."
Another
student
said,
"They're not thai pleasant to look
at They're big and awkward."
Other students praised the
size and placement. "We need
to know what street we're
on," one student said. "I'm
sure it will help."
Most students said they
were surprised to learn lhat
the
street
across
from
Bluestone is actually named
Warsaw Avenue

AlDKt.V WILLIAMS/. onlnlMmx l*«"trapHrr
The road across South Main Street from Bluestone Drive actually Is named Warsaw Avenue, surprising many students.

Disability Awareness Week
to educate on hardships
Events inlcude info booths, simulation, symposium
BY JANE MCHUGH

senior writer

JEFFREY PHELPS/Mfaouiw Jnumal Srnlinrl
Floyd Paseman teaches a terrorism class at Cardinal Strltch University at student* from other
colleges listen via closed circuit.

College courses examine
implications of Sept. 11
BY NAHAI. TOOSI

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Since the attacks of Sept. 11,
the day's events, implications
and aftermath have become
an established Iheme in college courses.
Faculty
members
have
revamped their talks, universities are adding special courses
and student.-, .ire flooding international relations classes.
The federal government,
meanwhile, is increasing funding for study of the Middle East
and Central Asia, which the
University
of
WisconsinMadison hopes will bolster its
efforts to strengthen its pro
grams in those INH
It's not just classes latching
about the Middle Fast or Islam
Ming Ihe effects. Philosophy,
criminal |usli.e architecture
and even Fn-nch classes have
dealt with terror -related thcmi-s
"We've all been living in a
bubble, and all of a sudden the
bubble burst," said Michael
Bamett, a political adenCC protestor at UW-Madison "For
many of us, although it's uiilor
lunate that it took this wake up
call, at least now it's a way of
telling people you can't ignore
the world."
Cardinal Stritch University in
Milwaukee ask.nl a former spy
for his help.
Floyd
Paseman
started
working for the CIA in 1167
and spent 25 years of his
career dealing with terrorism
II.'
ran field
operations
recruiting spies to infiltrate
terrorist groups, and ultimata!
ly became a member of the
:-senior intelligcme-em. e
In I91H, he stalled leaching
■

intelligence and foreign policy at Maruucttc University in
Milwaukee. He liked teaching enough that, when he
officially retired from the CIA
in 2001, he took a job at
Cardinal Stritch.
Before Sept II. Paseman had
talked about teaching a course
on international termrism. After
Sept. II, he got the green light.
Thmugh video feeds, students
at Marian, Northland and Silver
Lake colleges in Wisconsin also
take his class.
Paseman said his practical
experience helped him in the
classroom.
"You see an awful lot of academic trash being written by
people who have studied it in
the library," Paseman said.
His students said they're
glad Cardinal Stritch is offering
(he, lass
"Sept. 'I gave me a ttxus."
said senior Elizabeth Duck. "I
knew I wanted to get into some
sort of enforcement, some sort
of international work. I think
Sept. II really solidified the fact
that we need more people who
know about the Middle East."
At UW-Madison, a professor added books about the
Taliban and Afghanistan to his
course on Central Asia, and a
class that places students in
criminal justice agencies spent
time dealing with students'
fears .in the job.
Colleges acrnss the country
are doing the same. Within days
of Sept. 11, the University of
California at Los Angeles created 49 seminars — from "Poetry
and Loss" to "National Security
in the 21st Century." UCLA's
fast reaction was astonishing.

given the usual glacial pace of
establishing courses or hiring
new staff at universities.
After Sept. II, federal agencies discovered they lacked a sufficient number of translators for
languages such as Arabic, Farsi
ami Pashto and had to appeal to
the public for volunteers.
Since then, the White House
and Congress have backed
plans to spend $20.5 million
more on fellowships for the
study of those and other languages, establishment of four
academic centers to study
regions such as the Middle
I ast. as well as the creation of
three language training centers at U.S. universities.
Before Sept. II, officials at
UW-Madison had been trying
to improve its Middle East studies program, and there was talk
nl establishing a Center for
International Studies.
After Sept 11, the resolve to
pursue
those
things has
steeled, said Cilles Bousquet,
dean of international slmlus al
UW-Madison The university is
trying to hire two new professors, one for Islamic law and
the other for Islamic politics
Still, it's questionable how
long this renewed interest in
foreign affairs will last. The List
time there was such demand for
Arab-speaking professors was
during the oil embargo in the
1970s, professors said
"There's something disturbing about the way our culture
— there's so much amnesia,"
said Patrice Ratio, the senior
director of the Center for
International Education at the
University
of
Wisconsin
Milwaukee.

In order to enlighten the
JMU community " about the
hardships faced by people with
disabilities, the Center for
Exceptional Children and Best
Buddies are sponsoring activities for Disability Awareness
V\feek, March 11 to 16.
While Best Buddies is new
to JMU and therefore has not
sponsored
Disabilities
Awareness Week previously,
this is the second year lhat
CEC has sponsored the
week-long recognition of the
difficulties faced by millions
of Americans.
College buddy director of
Best Buddies, senior Kristin
Nelson, feels as though these
JMU organizations play an
active part in connecting JMU
students
with
the
Harrisonburg
community.
Both CEC and Best Buddies
work to positively atfect the
lives of those with disabilities.
According to Nelson, Best
Buddies works to "pair up
college students with adults
in the community with mental retardation." By doing so,
students can help to brighten
the lives of these people and
hopefully the students will
gain an understanding of
their difficulties in return.

The simulation gave students a
chance to experience what life
would be like if confined to a
wheelchair. There was also an
Autism Symposium fmm 7 to 9
p.m. in Taylor 304.
Today there will be an Information booth on the commons
from 10 a.m. lo 3 p.m.
Additionallv, Tracee Garner, a
lobbyist for individuals with
disabilities, will speak on
Special Education law in Taylor
404 from 8 to 9 p.m.
Tomorrow there will be
another information booth on
the commons from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. followed by a St
Patrick's Day dance with the
Association
for
Retarded
Citizens at the Recreation
Center in Harrisonburg from 7

ed to see it on JMU's campus,"
which is why she founded the
organization.

to 8:30 p.m.

each month.

u
I think it's a really good
cause to get involved
in, and I hope that

people will be receptive
to it.
-Sank Roberta
junior

59

Events abound
In honor of Disabilities
Awareness Week, CEC and
Best Buddies have scheduled
various events in hopes of
increasing the JMU communitv's awareness of people
with disabilities.
Concerning the planned
events,
junior
Heather
Swecker, vice president of
CEC, said that she "wants
people to be aware of how
they can help and make a difference in the lives of people
with disabilities."
Yesterday, there was a
wheelchair simulation on the
commons from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

WUCE LOG, from page 2
Underage Consumption
of Alcohol
- A JMU student was judicially
charged with underage consumption of alcohol March 11
at 2:46 a.m.
The student was transported to Rockingham Memorial

Graduate student Lauren
Burawski Mid she was Interest
ed in the planned evens, partic
ularly the wheelchair simulation. "1 think it's good fur pm
pie our age to have a chance to
put ourselves in the shoes oi
those
with
disabilities.*
Burawski said "It gives u* a
chance to experience the hardships that some people must
deal with."

Worthwhile groups
Nelson said that Best
Buddies was something ihe
"stmngly believed In .i'^i wenl

Hospital tor alcohol poisoning.
Property Damage
• A JMU staff personnel
found a nail sticking out of
the passenger rear tire of a
vehicle in O-lot extended
March 7 between 7 and
11:05 a.m.
• The east window of Ihe sec-

Junior Sarah Robert^ said
she also feels that CEC and
Best Buddies are worthwhile
organizations, "I think it's a
really good cause to get
involved in, and I hope that
people will be receptive to it,"
Roberts said.
Currently c EC has between
20 and 30 active members and
Best Buddies h.i-. 2ri active
member'., \el BOUp members
say they are always interested m
recruiting new members,
In order to maintain membership in |ML"s chapter of
CEC, a member must attend at
least live meetings per war,

with meeting! being held once
Buddy requirements
•Ah le there are no requirements to be sn associate
member ol Best Buddies,
there are some requirements
to be a buddv member. An
associate member participates in group events and
fund-raising activities, but
dot I nut have sny involve
ment with the adults in the

1 larrisonburg community
A budd) member is someone » ho Is palied v% Ith a men
tally retarded adult.
Ihe
buddy member is required tO
meet with his Of her buddy II
least twice per month and contact the buddy vis e-mail,
phone or letter at least once
each week.
Man)
< i1
and
Best
Buddies members said Ihe)
Intend to maintain partidpa
tion In the organizations in
Future yt
Freshman |enn t [els is
. urtentlv an asSCM late mem
ber ot Best Buddies, but Mid
she is Interested In becoming
more Involved "i hope to
become a buddv member
next year and possibly hold
,m office position In the
future," she laid.

ond door of Godwin Hall was
broken out March 11 at 3:50
a.m.

Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25:103
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Pre-physical therapy minor prepares students
l-HI PHYSICAL, from page I

that nuvl the requirements of a
handful of schools, subsequently narrowing down their
options, according to Konin.
"That is a shame that a
school could be taken oft .i itu
denfl list of interest by this simple obstacle," Konin said.
IT schools individually have
other means by which they can
evaluate a student such as
essays, recommendations, GRE
scores, GPAs and volunteer
experiences that allow each
school to remain independent in
evaluation criteria.
Students interested in a PT
career may join the I'rePhysical Therapy Society,
according to Konin.
The group organizes meetings, events and activities rvl.it-

ed to the profession.
The Pre-PT Society also
sponsors visits by guest lecturers
to explain more about the profession and IT graduate school
Senior Erin Rieben, former
society president, said, 'The
Pre-iT Society has been a great
resource. It allows underclassmen to get advice from older
students and helps Pre-PT students get exposed to physical
therapy in the community."
Rieben said the society was
one of the main resources she
used to find out which classes
she needed to take and each
school's graduate program
requirements, as well as where
she could volunteer.
Society members have taken
field trips to local clinics and rehab
facilities, where members partici-

pated in rehab exercises and
spoke with licensed physical ther
apists, according to Burlovich,
Pre-PT Society president
"This provides for direct
opportunities to observe
physical therapists in the line
of duty," Konin said. He said
students also may take field
trips to graduate physical
therapy programs for a tour
of the institutions.
The pre-PT program also
provides opportunities for students to meet representatives
from IT graduate schools.
Last semester, 13 graduate PT schools visited campus to meet students and
provide information about
their PT programs.
Approximately 150 students
attended the expo, interacting

with faculty from schools such as
Duke University, Shenandoah
University,
University
of
Delaware and Old Dominion
University, Konin said.
Senior Amy Willard, PrePT Society vice president,
said, "The fair helped me to
narrow which schools I will
be applying to as well as (provided] some really good interview possibilities."
The expo is planned to occur
every fall semester, he said.
Konin said he will teach a
new one-credit course, MTII
390, "Introduction to Physical
Therapy," next semester. He
Iftld he will discuss both the
profession of physical therapy
to those students who have an
interest in the area, as well ,is me
necessary steps required to be a

successful candidate to a physical therapy graduate program.

-44It takes a few years to
prepare a good
portfolio for a PT
application...
— Jeff Konin
physical therapy program coordinator

-99
Specific topics that will be
covered include essay writing,
volunteer hours, references, prerequisites and choosing the
school that best fits one's goals.

according to Konin.

"Our program at JMU is
quite unique (in] that we make
(a) strong effort to recruit those
students interested in IT as soon
as they get here and even prior
to enrolling at JMU," Konin said.
"It takes a few years to prepare a good portfolio for a PT
application ... IT schools can be
very competitive, so students
must understand this seriousness
as soon as possible..." he said.
Pre-physical therapy program organizers created a JMU
Blackboard Web site that provides direct links to PT schools,
PT happenings in the area and
nationwide, a communication
forum and updated announcements Requests to access the
site should be e-mailed to Jeff
Konin at koninjg.
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Week of speakers, events to commemorate Madison
WEEK, from page 1
arms."
JMU argued for gun control,
while MWC argued against it,
according to Director of Debate
Pete Bsumek.
Perrine said, "In Madison's
day, guns were used to protect
and hunt. They weren't an
issue of people killing people. I
don't think that it's easy to say
with any certainty what |was|
the original intent of the
Second Amendment."
Regarding this year's topic
choice. Associate Vice President
for Parent and Constituent
Relations Glenda Rooney. who
also is planning Madison Week,
said, "Last year we did the first
amendment and this seemed
like one that would be especially interesting here in the valley."
Perrine said, "This is the one
time you get to see) MU go head
to head with another university,
but it's not about sports. It's
about the ability to persuade."
Bsumek said. "We debated
with the Mary Washington
team last year, and we were

happy to be invited to debate
again this year."
The Second Amendment
debate continues at 9:30 a.m.
today with guest speakers
Stephen
Halbrook
and
Dennis Henigan.
Halbrook is a prominent
Northern Virginia lawyer who
has argued against gun restrictions and authored "That Every
Man be Armed: The Evolution
of a Constitutional Right" and
"A Right to Bear Arms: State
and Federal Bill of Rights and
Constitutional Guarantees." He
successfully blocked the state
mandates to the Brady Bill,
according to Perrine. The
National Rifle Association recommended
Halbrook
to
Rooney, she said.
Henigan, recommended to
speak by the Brady Center for
the Prevention of Gun Violence,
has argued for restrictions of
gun use to the Supreme Court.
His law practice is located in
Washington, DC
Beth attorneys have written on the historical interpola-

tions
of
the
Second
Amendment, which reads: 'A
well regulated militia, being
necessary to the security of a
free state, the right of the people
to keep and bear arms, shall not
be infringed,'" according to the
I Ml Web site.
U.S.
Supreme
Court
Justice Clarence Thomas
returns to JMU today for a
luncheon with students in the
Honors Program.
Perrine said, "After having
lunch with students, Clarence
Thomas was shaking his head
because he was so impressed
with our students. At the end of
his speech last March he said he
was coming back and now he
is. He's coming back out of the
goodness of his heart."
Today in Wilson Halls'
Madison Center, from 9:30 to
10:45 a.m., Thomas will participate in a round-label discussion
with 25 Honors Program students, who were selected
because of their involvement in
the Honors Program learning
community, according to Dr.

Joanne Gabbin, director of the
honors program.
"[It is] being built as a conversation between Justice
Thomas and the Honors learning community," Gabbin said.

dents in the President's Board
Room in Chandler Hall, acrording to Gabbin.
The James Madison Day
program on Friday concludes
the week's events. Lawrence
Eagleburger, the 62nd Secretary
of State, will speak on James
-6 6
Madison, the fifth Secretary of
State. Eagleburger, who served
This is the one lime you under President George H. W.
Bush, first spoke at JMU's 1995
gel to see JMU go
May Commencement.
Doris Keam Goodwin was
head-to-head with
originally planned to speak,
but her contract was cancelled
another university
after her admission of plagia— Andy Perrine rism in her recent best-seller
Madison Commute co-chair she wrote about the Kennedy
family, according to Rooney
(see story page 1).
During the annual ceremony, awards for distinguished
teachers and faculty, valedicto"Then? will be 25 students rian, junior with the highest
speaking with him talking GPA and the James Madison
about several issues including Citizenship Award will be precivil liberties in the wake of sented. There will be performSept. 11." she said.
ances by the JMU Wind
There also will be lunch with Symphony, as well as a procesa smaller group of Honors stu- sion of historical flags, accord-

ing to Rooney.
The program is Friday at
9:30 a.m. in Wilson Hall and is
free and open to the public, but
tickets are required A satellite
location at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre will be available to
view the televised event.
Rooney said organizers
hope James Madison Week will
become a university tradition.
"We have built a great tradition
of being able to truly recognize
an individual as great as James
Madison," she said. "We are
able to take his values and educate our students as knowledgeable citizens."
On Saturday, events at
James
Madison's
estate
Montpeher will include a ceremony at James Madison's
tomb. Open to the public, the
event is a ceremonious tribute
to the fourth president. Perrine
said, "Every dead president
gets sent a wreath by the White
House on their birthday. There
will be a 21-gun salute and
other dedications made to the
late president."

Politician clarifies platform Goodwin no longer to speak
POUTIUAN, from page 1
older neighborhoods in the
community that arc- in need of
physical repair, according to
Lantz. The candidate said he
plans to revitalize them by
applying for federal block
grants, tax credits and lowinterest loans to provide funds
to improve older homes in
neighborhoods.
Referring to and clarifying
statements made in the Feb. 20,
Daily News Record article, Lantz
said, "I said we need to preserve neighborhoods by not
allowing strip malls and business to encroach into neighborhoods. There is very little land
left in the city for construction
and building needs for future
growth ... we need to preserve
certain land for business and a
certain part for residential
development "
No other council candidate
up for re-election has neighborhood revitalization, in the same
sense as I ar\\z, on their plat-

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

form, according to Lantz.
Lantz said he sees it as
advantageous for students to
live in student housing.
Lantz cited information
given by the Harrisonburg
Redevelopment and Housing
Authority that there were about
1,100 off-campus student housing beds available last year.
Referring to those numbers
and to the Daily News Record
article, l-intz said, "What 1 said
was that it would be nice to
have JMU students in one area,
in an area specifically built for
students, and have the infrastructure, in a place to accommodate students — meaning
roads and bus transportation."
This ties into his platform,
according to Lantz.
Lantz's platform consists of
five specific issues: transportation, creating additional revenue without increasing real
estate taxes, promoting tourism,
neighborhood revitalization
and improving public safety.

GOODWIS.from page 1
commencement speaker May
of 1995. "This of course was a
hard decision," Perrine said of
JMU withdrawing its invitation to Goodwin. "We knew
we would have to find another speaker and redo all of the
event materials in less than
two weeks. This is for an
event 12 months in planning "
On Feb. 28, discussions
began about the validity of
Goodwin's appearance, said
Associate Vice President of
University Relations Glenda
Rooney. Rooney said that
when she spoke to Goodwin
on the phone several times,
Goodwin said she still hoped
JMU would allow her to come.
"She was very concerned that
she was losing the contracts,"
Rooney said.
Perrine said, "Goodwin
was canceled as speaker for
James Madison Day out of
consideration for our students and faculty. After new

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-8pm
Sat
^rgfaJi?!)
10am-4pm
^
■
I i J
Sun. lpm-6pm

r r

432-9996

according to Lantz.
"If students are close enough
(physically to JMU), they can
walk or have public transportation. That would decrease the
amount of vehicles and help the
transportation congestion we
have in the city.
"Right now we have students living as far away as
West Market Street, North
Liberty Street and Bruce
Street," Lantz said. "We
don't have bus service
|there,| and that only compounds the traffic problem."
Further addressing the allegations of creating a student
ghetto, Lantz said 'To call the
student properties on Neff
Avenue and Port Republic Road
... is stretching the imagination
pretty far to call them ghettos.
"When I was at JMU I would
have died to have accommodations such as that," Lantz said.
Lantz received his bachelors
degree in 1973 and his masters
degree in 1978 from JMU.

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
»r:

^—O
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It's not about who's the
speaker; it's about
celebrating James
Madison's birthday
— Glenda Rooney

associate vice president. University
Relations

■ 9?

selves the question, 'How far
can we distinguish an honest
mistake ... from downright
plagiarism?'"

According to Hilton and
Perrine,
administrators
decided
to
withdraw
Goodwin's invitation out of
principle, despite JMU'S loss
of $17,500. Perrine said JMU
President Linwood Rose
gave the final approval of
withdrawing
Goodwin's
invitation.
"I was very gratified to see
the decision the administration made," Hardwick said. "I
don't see how in good faith
she should be speaking here"
Hardwick said the new
speaker, Eagleburger, is "a
man of real gravitas — a man
of character."
Hilton called Eagleburger
"a brilliant man. James
Madison was the fifth secretary
of state and Eagleburger was
the 62nd, so they're part of an
exclusive club."
Rooney said, "It's not
about who's the speaker; it's
about celebrating James
Madison's birthday."
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revelations of Ms. Goodwin's
situation emerged at the end
of February, we asked our-
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Coming to JMU . . .
I ibQU/*i: 1

a nationwide survey of library service quality

^SJIRINEMONT*

CAMP & CONFERENCE CENTER
located in Orkney Springs, Virginia.
Is looking for Lifeguards for the
upcoming 2002 season
Llfeguvdi needed for outdoor pools
Certified American Red Cross Lifeguard Training.
Pirlt Aid and CI'H required.
I'oMiiuns begin Memorial Day weekend
Shrine Mont is a non-profit organization providing guests services.
We offer competitive wages. EOE

FOR AN EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION CALL

(540) 856-2141

Noil maybe a part of a sam|»l«- JMl siii<l<iitsandfacuit) whowiD be
contacted by email and asked to respond. JMl i* one of l<>(| academic
and research libraries participating in die survey.

When:

March is through April 8, 2002

Why: I. Information from the survey will help
us provide library services that better
address our users' needs and
expectations.
2. Prizes! Respondents may enter a
national drawing; Tor a Palm m500
handheld, and a local drawing for one
of lour $25 gift certificates from the
JMU Bookstore.

Do it for JMU Libraries!
See http://wwwJlbJmu.edu/llbqnal for more Information.
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Law Office of Richard G. Morgan

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm

Visa and MasterCard accepted

-walk-ins or by appointment-privacy assured990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

NO MORE HASSLES!

It's NOT too late...
To find housing for next year,
AND to replenish part of yourf Spring Break' spending!
(APPLICATION FEES ARE WAIVED THIS WEEK!)

Visit the Leasing Center at
SUNCHASE APARTMENTS (off Neff Avenue) to
see how you can save some money this week!
Hurry, offer ends soon!
viiiy
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WWW.SUNCHASE.NET
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442-4800

"... the part of the campus
where the Leeolou Alumni
Center will reside is a vital.
growing addition to the campus landscape ..."
CHARI.ES W. CROSSON
Development and Alumni Relations
see column, page 8
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"More recently, students are
finding a higher calling with
their volunteer experiences
and are extending their
services after college
life has ceased."
see house editorial, below

HKISTE GRAINER
.1- THE GEEK SAVANT

College identity crisis:
'Mr. Madison's University'

-LI'

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Volunteerism extends after graduation
Alternative
Spring
Break evokes images
hard-working and weary
travelers who go the extra
mile to help others. At
JMU, we get. a twisted
view of reality because
we have an unusually
large percentage of volunteers like the Alternative
Spring Breakers.
Many students pay their
own way to go abroad and
help others. Summers and
breaks are used not for
relaxation, but to improve
the quality of life for
strangers in distant places.
But that's not where the
love ends.
Finding
themselves looking for
extracurricular activities,
volunteerism has been
striking students as a
viable fix. Many organizations are directly volunteerism groups, such as
Habitat
for Humanity,
Students for a Free Tibet,
Mercy House and CASA.

Other students volunteer
for services such as the rescue squad and fire department. Some choose to be
indirectly
involved
through Greek life and
other clubs that perform
beneficial services.as part
of their agendas.
More recently, students
are finding a higher calling
with their volunteer experiences and are extending
their services after college
life has ceased.
We are reverting to
options beyond the job
market such as AmeriCorp,
the Peace Corps and Teach
for America.
JMU Media Relations
released an article on
March 1 that says JMU
ranks 18th in the nation
for graduate involvement
in the Peace Corps according to the organization's
information.
Currently
there are 39 JMU graduates involved in the pro-
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gram, according to the
JMU Website.
Students applying for
jobs are now considering
volunteerism as an option.
This option could be the
result of many possible factors. The Sept. 11 tragedy
has brought a new perspective to the lives of students.
Jobs are not as plentiful .is
with the previously booming economy and graduate
schools are becoming more
popular for applications as
enrollment grows at a
slower rate.
Besides these obvious
future-swaying
factors,
students
likely
are
remembering volunteer
experiences that were part
of
a
giving
college
lifestyle
students
are
familiar with. A former
Alternative
Spring
Breaker applying for the
Peace Corps is really not
an outlandish concept.
Are volunteers doing

this for the right reasons?
Volunteerism is a rewarding concept, but there is
concern that it's being done
because of the recession,
not in support of changing
it. Only time will tell
Recent financial indicators
like a lowered unemployment rate, according to
"ABC News," show the
recession may be coming to
an end. Students may
begin to find jobs and cut
down on volunteering,
either sh.iring time with
their jobs or not volunteering at all.
Regardless of future
events, JMU students,
known for their local
influence and outreach
over breaks with their volunteerism, are finding
ways to continue their
ventures after college.
Graduate
school
and
careers simply are not as
rewarding to the volunteer crowd as other-.

EMILY GRAHAM

Happy
birthday,
Mr.
Madison. What do you think
of your namesake university?
Considering the fact that JMU
wasn't even founded by James
Madison, it seems pretentious
for JMU to put on any false
airs of affectation. Oh sorry, I
suppose I'm not supposed to
refer to the school as JMU anymore — that nickname has
ceased to be.
When I began my academic
career at the illustrious James
Madison University, I took
pleasure in the fact that the
school was a friendly and open
environment. I thought the
Wilson cupola was a fitting
symbol for the school because of
its landmark recognition. I even
thought the garishly bright purple and yellow colors were a fitting symbol of the university's
fun, friendly atmosphere.
Over the years, however,
that sense of friendliness and
fun has diminished. Perhaps
that sense hasn't diminished in
the student or faculty population yet, but it's quite evident in
the overall feel of campus and in
official JMU (oops, James
Madison University) media
such as the Web site and publications. I may be mistaken, but
it almost seems like we're trying
to mimic the attitude set forth
by Mr. Jefferson's University
just across the mountains.
My fellow students and faculty, I don't think our ties to
James Madison are what make
this university so great. In fact,
I'd like to state that we have as
much of a tie to James Madison
as a boat named Madonna
would have to the popular
singer and actress. What makes
our university great an? the people that comprise it and thethings that they do.
Don't get me wrong. I'm
not saying
that James
Madison wasn't a great man
in our history. As a president
and the "Father of the
Constitution,"
he
was
extremely important to the
development of our nation as
we now know it. However, I
think that our overwhelming
emphasis on him is having a
detrimental effect on the personality of the school as a
whole. After all, he didn't
found the school and already
was deceased by the time
JMU was established.
After my sophomore year, I
was dismayed to set that the

school Web site had changed for
the third or fourth time since I
began my education at JMU.
However, it wasn't just the Web
site that was in for a change. The
entire administration, it seems,
was adamant about emphasizing |ames Madison and making
the school seem more "official."
It began with the adoption of
new "official" school colors, a
darker royal purple and a rich
gold that I like to call "peanut
butter," then continued with a
redesign of the school logo to
represent a bust of James
Madison, it seemed like they
totally had reversed the school's
identity in a single crushing
blow. Luckily, the colors and the
logo don't necessarily define the
school's identity. However, the
obvious emphasis on royalty
evinced by the change of colors
and the harkening to one of our
nation's forefathers is an obvious attempt to visually convey
the university's prestige.
My problem with this
appearance of prestige is that it
doesn't fit with the persisting
personality of the school. We
can't have both a friendly
atmosphere and a scholarly
prestigious atmosphere without a serious conflict of interest.
Personally, if I had wanted a
Erestigious university, I would
ave chosen the University of
Virginia or the College of
William & Mary or some other
school, but the drawing force
that brought me to JMU was
this inviting atmosphere.
I have no right to juc ge Lie
underlying reasons of the
administration, but it seems to
me that these recent changes
have been attempts at molding our university more into
the shape of that other school,
and I'm sure you probably get
the reference. Instead of enjoying the free-wheeling atmosphere of JMU, the administration seems keen on transforming our school into Mr.
Madison's University.
I'd like to have my say
about that before I graduate.
To the administration: if we
the students had wanted a
school of scholarly prestige
and — dare I say it — snobbiness, we would have chosen
the UVa. or some acceptable
alternative; instead we chose
JMU for other virtues. Yes, the
education here is an incredibly
see WHAT, page W

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student looks at definition of offensive word
"Were you retarded this
past weekend?" Regardless of
your answer, chances are you
know what the label implies:
stupidity and
ignorance.
Chances are that this disparaging remark rolls off your
tongue with ease. Chances are
you don't have a family member or close friend who does
have a disability. Chances are,
you don't have a disability
yourself. If you did, perhaps
you would think twice when
searching for a word to
describe your own or someone
else's actions.
The overuse and misuse of
the word "retard" in adjective
and noun form is based on
nothing but ignorance on the
Earl of our society. Our nation
as combatted religious, ethnic and racial slurs, yet we are
bombarded with the use of
close-minded, stereotyping
words in our slang and in our
day-to-day conversation. We
continue to overlook the personal and social repercussions
of the word "retard" — a word
that deeply wounds individuals and negatively labels a
group of people who, through
no fault of their own, have a
developmental disability.
Having a younger brother
with Down syndrome, I have
seen — firsthand — alt the
struggles that people with
disabilities are faced with

day in and day out. It pains
me to hear friends refer to
other friends, or themselves,
as "retards."
Most of the time no literal
meaning is intended. I know
that this language is often
merely the "social language"
lh.it we have adopted. Bui. M a
society, culture and individuals, we need to stop using such
discriminatory
language.
While politically correct language might not change the
world, it could be the start.
Would we permit degrading
language to be said on a dayu> .!..v IMMS ID
,ind about
other groups of people?
(Consider the social stigma
and subsequent prohibition of
the N-word.) Why do intelligent, educated individuals like
college students continue to
think that the R-word is socially acceptable?
Life is a constant struggle,
an uphill battle for people with
developmental delays. Not
everyone with developmental
delays (or mental retardation)
understands that you are
devaluing their humanity with
your use of the word "retard."
However, is it right to laugh at
someone who doesn't know
that you are laughing at them?
If an individual of another
race, religion or sexual orientation doesn't hear your derogatory comments, does this make

the slurs any less offensive?
According to Reid Linn, JMU
special education professor,
roughly 10 percent of our population has a disability of some
kind, from children and adults
who have learning disabilities to
Attention Deficit Disorder to
mild mental retardation (like
Down syndrome) to individuals
who are profoundly affected.
Most people with developmental delays -.hou more .outage
than you and I, facing daily battles of discrimination, isolation
and verbal and physical abuse.
Yet they face each new day with
a determination to please and
succeed, wanting nothing more
than we do: social acceptance,
respect and inclusion.

-66The overuse and
misuse of the word
'retard'... is based
on nothing but
ignorance on the part
of our society.
Changing attitudes is more
difficult than changing language. As Judy Heumann
asserts
in
her
book

"Exceptional Children," "Our
real problem in this and many
other societies is that we
respect only intelligence, stylish good lucks, and earning
potential. This society denigrates people who are not
intelligent, who are deemed
unattractive or who are poor.
Society's attitudes and the values that underlie them must
be changed."
The reality is, however, that
respect underlies both attitudes and language
My brother Mark attends
our public high school. He is a
Boy Scout. He has a part-time
job. He has a girlfriend. He
has hopes and dreams and
plans for the future, including
living in an apartment and
even having his own restaurant. And even with all of
these accomplishments, he is a
young man with mental retardation — not a retard.
The point is that we must
not stereotype a person or
large groups of individuals.
We must not use language that
is offensive. By using words
that devalue the struggles of
individuals with disabilities,
we are trivializing their very
existence.
We must think
twice before we speak.
Emily Graham is a sophomore psychology and communication sciences and disorders
double major.
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OPINION

Darts

Darts A fats are submittedantm\num\h
urui printed on a spafe-a\ tillable ba\i\
Submissions on- Ixised upon one person's
opinion oj a gn*M \tuuaumperson or event
and do m>t m; rwan/s nfliilthe truth.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Pats

I. mail darts and pats to hree/edpfff hotmail.com

Pat...

Dart...

A '"glad-to-see-you're-not atrai.l toreciprocate" p.n to the girl who made eye
contact and smiled back at mo as wo
passed each other on Port Republic.
rrom u junior who mhsa till'In' tmSe$ the
used to see when the was a freshman ami wishes more people urn- hkeyou.

An "are-you-trying-to-get a-Darwinaward?" dart to the girl who foolishly
crossed South Main Street through two
Lines of stopped traffic and just in front
of a speeding ambulance with its lights
and sirens on.
Front a fellow pedestrian wlio watclied in
horror as you almost got run over and WM
extremely disheartened by your lack of common sense.

Pat...

Dart...
A "that's-why-people leave ]MU" dart
to all the Ugly £irls with nasty butts who
wear the shorts imprinted with "ITukes"
and "JMU."
Sent in by a graduating tenior who definite-

A "thank-you" pat to my special
pigeon-toed friend for being late to your
class for very selfless reasons.
From your girl who appreciates the art of
a quickie and is glad you hate it mastered.

foing io mfej feeing you fadtemmrf

Pat...

Dart.

A "the-campus-would-be -hdplCM
without-you" to the hard workers of Dhall. There are some of us who see what
you have to do after closing time and feel
bad for all of the messes that vou have to
clean up.
Sent in In/ KMV swnp.ilheth 9tudentS who
would never leave any of the IfNM that we
see thtt others left when ue'rv walking out.

A "you-made-my-car-all-cracklv" dart
to the person who chucked a 40 down the
hill in Foxhills, smashing my car windshield before Spring Break and not taking
responsibility for it.
Sent in by a girl who had SUM) less to
spend on Spring Break because she liad to get
it fixed out of her own pocket.

Purpose of alumni center
location addressed
To the Editor
I am responding to the house editorial of Feb. 28, "Alumni center on
unfamiliar side." There is no reason
that growth to the east of Interstate
81 should be perceived as a threat to
the Wilson Hall cupola as a symbol
of JMU. This institution has been
growing since the day it opened its
doors. It started as a school for
women and has grown into a comprehensive coeducational university.
It is a fact of life that there is a finite
amount of space available to us. The
Quad is a beautiful, historic area of
the university and is what many people picture when they visualize
James Madison University. The
buildings on the Quad, however,
already are dedicated to other uses
and given the various needs of the
alumni center, were not best suited
for that purpose.
Rather than the "other side" of
campus, the "weeds in a garden" or
"the uninvited guests at a party," the
part of the campus where the
Leeolou Alumni Center will reside is
a vital, growing addition to the campus landscape and educational environment. We cannot put everything
on the Quad.
For recent graduates, visits to
campus will consist of checking out
former departments and dorms —
the "old haunts" — first rather than
heading first to the Alumni Center.
But remember, we have alumni
returning to campus for their 15th,

25th, 50th and 60th reunions. They
come back to Harrisonburg to see
old friends, reminisce with others
who shared their experiences and
look at what they remember from
when they were here and what has
developed since. Their professors
are long gone, their departments
probably are not even housed in the
same buildings, and certainly the
dining establishments they knew
have long since faded away. What
the college looked and felt like was
different for one class than the class
who graduated a decade before. The
Leeolou Alumni Center provides a
"home" for alumni returning to campus. Regardless of how the landscape and population may have
changed, they know there is a place
for them to use as a home base while
they are here. And the spirit of the
place has remained the same, so that
it is still at heart the place they knew
and loved, despite how many other
things have changed.
The building and the concept are
new for us. We never have had an
alumni center before. And believe it
or not, one day you will be the one
saying you graduated 25 years ago,
and your teachers have gone and
your department has moved, but you
will know where to go. JMU is making clear the obvious value they
place on alumni through the creation
of this new center.
Charles W. Crosson
interim flu president.
Development and Alumni
Relations

IT AIN'T YOUR MAMA'S NEWSPAPER.
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Find a Breeze
near you t
On-campus
Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Seeger Hall

Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management

Frederikson Hall

t.

Fryc Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop
Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hillcrest House

Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall
Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hall
Shenandoah Hall
Sonncr Hall

Taylor Hall
Theatre II
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall
Wilson Hall
Zane Showker Hall

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil

Hole in the Wall
Jess* Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's
Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbors Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze.
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NO COLLECTION IS COMPLETE
WITHOUT THESE CLASSIC RECORDINGS

TOM WRITS

VELVET UNDERGROUND
Velvet Undergriund

mi mi

Jjjfti »

JUST 9.99

434-9999

b*a

RUFUSWAINWRIGHT
imtiKWaiimmm

>.

1790-96 E MARKET STREET )
Kroger Shopping Centof|^/
N HARRISONBURG WITH STORES IN
CMARLOTIf SViL.E AND RICHMOND TOO1

Free Delivery

www.pTgn9rwwelt.cem
HOMING ii»itio Ml "tiics wpot's
1MAL IU> 5 • "HONt/MM OIK!!

IISTIN BEFORE YOU BUY!

O
0

Mon- Sat.
11:00 am-10:00 pm
Sunday
11:00 am-9:30 pm

00

Chinese Restaurant
Lunch. Dinner, Carryout
3140 South Main St. Harrisonburg, Va 22801

(540) 433-0560
Combination Platters
(Served wrt/i Egg Roll and Fned or Steamed Rice)

Lunch Buffet
Mon. - Sat.
11:00 am -2:00 pm
All Day Sunday Buffet
Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet
4:30 pm - 9:00 pm
Closing Time: 11:00 pm

Live in Virginia Beach, Virginia
Telescope Pictures/ SunRays Studio
is now hiring for the Summer of 2002
you will

I

Live at the Beach
Work with Other
Highly Motivated People
and

Earn up to $10,000
While Having an IncrediPle Time
No Experience Necessary • Just Fun, Outgoing Students
Check out our website for more Information and
Apply directly on line at www.iunraysstudlo.com
or Voice Mall Us at 1-757-425-1412
No Beach House? No Worries.
Housing Available

MUSC VtJfCS • FOS1K • I wr j • out, 'AKS

^H^

Minimum Order
$10.00
Limited Area

.SUMMER JOBS

am/

HUNDREDS
MORE
CLASSICS TO
CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING:
•any White
Lyle Loveu
Sverty D.KI
U2
SuMkna
InHmeniBle fire
Eiic Clapton
Pawy
Cune
1 HIH Is WUNWMGHI1
Elton John
Mwtn GI>P
Flalt * Scuiiai'.
Police
and many

BUSTIEIOYS

m

S

more
THE ROOTS
loYoo Want More?

TIIK BREKZF. 19

Please Order by Number
1. Chow Main (Shrimp, Chicken, Beef, or Pork) $4.95
2. Beef with Broccoli
$4.95
3. Green Pepper Steak
$4.95
4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
$5.25
5. Moo Goo Gai Pan
$5 95
6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
$6.25
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
$5.95
8. Beef with Mixed Vegetables
$5.95
9. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
$5.95
•10. Kung Pao Chicken
$5.95
11. Shrimp with Broccoli
$6.25
•12. General Tao's Chicken
$625
•13. Hunan Beef
$5.95
•14. Szechuan Beel
$5.95

Note MSG. Salt or Oil may be omitted upon request. Please request mild. hot. or regular ib spicy dishes
'Dishes are Spicy

r
The Ualleg's only
,
"Real" Dance Club rages'
on Thursday Nights 1111th
the Burgs 1 st euer all included
"Q1B1 College Night".
*

Ladies are FREE 18 a Up FREE!
Every Thursday Night!!
Ladies of J.MLU. if you tuant
a real Dance Club V, you don't
in,ml to pay a cent, uje'll see
you at Mainstreet Toniyht!

Mainstreet features J.M.U/s
own Mix Masta Mike from
New York playing all the
Current Hit Dance Tracks
in the Nation.
432.9963

wiMW.maiiisirGRlror.ks.com

Ml Shows 18 a up. Unless Otherwise Noted!
Mainstreet Is Perfectly located at 153 South Mainstreet, Harrisonburg

LACROSSE
Tomorrow, March 15, 3 p.m.
Mllll

Sunday, March 17, 1 p.m.

IOITHE KKI

a
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"Dying to outrun the
armed military police
at
the
Houston
airport."

OPINION

"I joined the circus"

"/
posed
Playboy."
SPOTLIGHT

Matt Morrell

Ellen Jenkins

sophomore, history

senior, English

r

MEGHAN MVnmtlsmiorphavgiaplK,

"Spent the night
wrestling a raccoon."

i1

Nick Howenstein
senior, political science

Lauren Belski
senior. English

Topic: What was the dumbest thing you did over Spring Break?

What is JMUs image becoming?

PROBABLY NOT. MAYBE YOU SHOULD.

Have you submitted lately?
SEND YOUR OPINION TO NOWUNTD.

WHAT, from |
good one; wc do realize thai
JMU consistently receives
accolades for the quality of its
education, but I think I spr.ik
for the majority of (he student
population when I say that
academics weren't the deciding factor in our coming here.
To the students: enjoy your
time here. Continue to be outgoing. Smile and greet people
you pass regardless of

CPaLnUJ XaAu Oattoo
y

and
!BoJy ^PUxcina <StuJco

HOURS:

\

MM

TUES.-SAT. XL NOO*MjDj0PM
WE

SPECIALISE IN ALL FORMS OF ptfTOOING
COLOR
TRIBAL
BIACK AND GREY
PORTRAITS

I 2WK&0UTH AVENUE J
I

HAfeRISONBURG, VA i\

S40-433-5612

Picture yourself here*

Be A
FROG/

7\

V

'•.^-,-, -»*<=-

The 2001 First ytaR Orreniatiof ouides
Here's what 2001 First ytaR Orientation Guides (FftO&s) said about their experience:
•

•

.AVIENSED NURSE ON STAFI

whether you know them or
not. Remember that life isn't as
much about what you know as
about what you experience
and with whom. Revel in the
simple delights and the beauty
of our campus. Work hard at
your education, but work
harder at your friendships
because that is the root of what
makes our school great.
Stc Grainer is a senior
SMAD major.

"Being a FROG was one of the best decisions of my life!! Not only did I get to meet
and form relationships with an amazing group of fellow FR06s nnd OPAs, but I
really bonded with my freshmen tadpoles as well! Just knowing that I had a
positive impact on their first year here at JMU made a great difference m my life"
'Remember when you were o first year student at JMU and how you felf Now you
get to give bock and help first years who feel the same way as you did. So believe
me. it puts a smile on your face when you realize how you hove changed this campus
and the lives of others"

Apply to be a FROfi at waw^mu edu/onentotion

Application review begins on March 19m.

Questions? Come to the FR06 Open House on Wednesday. March 13" from 4006 00pm on the 2*° Floor of Wilson Hall. Or. go to www jmu.edu/onentotion. call 5681787 or email onentfltionftfmu.edu

ItaTATTOOED OR PIERCED AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT WTIH1HISADI& I

Summer is a special lime al the I 'ni\crsiiy of Maryland - a
lime to explore, a lime to expand your horizons, a lime of infinite Opportunities. And that's exact., what you'll find,
opportunities.

ZOOM ft

We offer more lhan 1,700 credit courses in a wide
variety of subjects, from math and science to the hunianilies
and beyond. Summer Sessions is an opportunity to fast-irack
your college career lo help you graduate on time or even early,

Plus, It's a great way lo net a jump on dUBcull classes or pursue
an area of special Interest
You'll find everything you need lo Know about
summer on our Web site wmmmmmnmmijtim Here you
can browse course listings and learn about the uniur\il\ I ml
academic and recreational resources. You can aho call
I.877.989.SPOC for complete information. Either way, Minisummer will be Bit; As Life1

SUVMER SESSIONS

him* op»-»wii«».
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JUST ANNOUNCED

BY POPULAR
DEMAND...

Second Show
Added
for Comedian

DAVE
CHAPPELLE
Monday, April 1 • Wilson Hall
Show starts @ 10:30 p.m.
Doors open @ 10:00 p.m.*

Tickets on sale
TONIGHT

**

Warren Hall Box Office, 7:00 p.m.
f $10w/JAC, limit 2
$14 General/door

For more info, call 568-6217 or visit www.upb.org
*The audience for the second show MUST line up at the
\Xif
front doors of Wilson Hall on the OUTSIDE of the venue.S^and ALL come in the front doors!*NO ONE can be in
~"*5|
the lobby until the first show ends and the venue is
^
cleared. **The Warren Hall Box Office will be closing at
1:00 p.m. today and will reopen at 7:00 p.m. for the sale.

.mm mm

UPB
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•
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (March 14). You've had the ideas, drawn up (he plans, buill up your
self-confidence. Now, it's time to ask for the money. Whatever you want it tor is justified, so you'll probably get it. Don't spend it all in one place.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
flf~
(May b <i h - Do you feel \vurflHHT ***lf Ratting stronger? It should
JJ 71 happen anv moment now. You're
confident yet gentle, inspired to
protect. Inside that tough exterior beats a
brave heart. Stand up for somebody who
needs you.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
j^^L K>J.n is a 7 Did you tell a friend
lnvoi loved one you'd do -something,
* V then forget? It doesn't happen
often, but maybe you'd better check.
Even if you're late, you'll save face if you
do it before being nagged.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

Mi

, Today is a 6 - Your goals are

nowhere near big enough if you
can accomplish them all by
yourself. You need a team, and
they're all around you. All they want to
do is play Give them direction.
L

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Your mind may
, have a tendency to wander this
morning. This could lead to
embarrassment. Don't forget to
provide something a cranky person
expects. You know how he/she gets!
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^h^ Today is a 7 - Your attention is
^BK beginning to turn from practical
J* * J matters to fun. Better finish getting your supplies so that you
can take off on your next adventure.
Don't forget something important, like
food. Better to have it than wish you did.

Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22)
7/lM Today is a 6 - Better discuss an
>a\\ investment you ve been
i^pK. contemplating with your partner. It's not a good idea to
spend the money before you're sure it's
going toward the right thing. Mistakes
can be expensive.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 6 - No need to feel
overwhelmed for long. Friends
would love to help, so tell them
what you want. You're the one
with the idea, but one of them will show
you how to make it happen.

4&

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
V
U Today is an 8 - You're getting
into the hard work" part of the
process. Sure, dreams can come
true, but vivid fantasies are not
enough. Elbow grease is also required.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
_
Today is a 7 - It's amazing how
j^m? just being quiet can sometimes
^^b lead to profound insights. Love
is the answer again, of course.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
—i.
Today is a 7 - This'll be a good
"■^ night for a family meeting. If
r^fcj anybody's got hurt feelings,
it should be easy to tell. Love
is strong, so understanding can't be
far behind.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
J^B
Today is a 7 - You may run out of
^r ideas soon, but that's OK. You
■^X know where to find more, and
searching for them is one of your
passions This next part's going to be
very interesting.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
■ ■»
Today is an 8 - You're wise and
iff 1^| compassionate already Would it
\y be OK to also be rich? Accept a
promotion or raise that you've
earned - or, if that's not happening, a
whole better job. You're worth it.

1

3

?

1

4

14

ACROSS
1 Napoleon's 1814
address
5 Eyelashes
10 Electrical unit
14 Tilt to one side
15 Going solo
16 Parma's state
17 Pork fat
18 Alluring lady
19 Hostelries

17

■

•

■

22

■ .'-'
27

26

29

I1

H

V

55 Boxers
Bard's river
Transition
Olympian Lipinski
Nevada resort
Slur over
Barely manages
Reduce speed

70 Impede
71 Sandra and Ruby
DOWN
1 Building additions
2 Jacob's first wife
3 Sort of pressure
4 Bahamas island
5 Liquid asset
6 Pieces of pelvises
7 Nocturnal primate
8 Lethargic
9 Virgil's hero
10 Vacuum
11 Expression of dismay

11

56

■

56

*

13
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■SHH
31

32

33

*

m
50

I

52
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60
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61

62
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12

36
41

n
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■
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11

30

■13

23 Lea low
24 Midnight twinkler
25 Sonora snoozes
29 Not up to standards
34 Table scrap
35 Satellite of Jupiter
38 Attend
39 Boxers
43 1st letter
44 Bristles
45 Chemical suffix
46 Tie types
49 Raised feature
51 Authentic
54 Corn holder
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

26

34

20 Boxers
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21

20

25
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE S PUZZLE:

12 Cod cousin
13 Fling
21 Clan's emblem
22 Actress Joanne
25 Bulgaria's capital
26 Jeremy of
"Reversal of
Fortune"
27 Chicken-king connector
28 -culottes
30 Ref. to a time
long passed
31 Amplified carstopper
32 Kind of acid
33 Stitch again
36 Charlotte of "The
Facts of Life"
37 Feed the kitty
40 DDE's command
41 Calendar unit
42 Parasite
47 Play about
Capote
48 Felt
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50 Kicked
52 Fred's first partner
53 Aboveboard
55 Roman god of
war
56 Stuntman Knievel
57 Taboo
58 Winter fall
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59 Boorish
60 Prophet
61 Jacaranda or
sycamore
62 Impudence

—Tribune Media Services

Greetings Ladies and Gentlemen of
James Madison University...

The NAACP is sponsoring a
guest lecturer

Hasani Pettiford
who will be speaking on
relationships within our
community. We would like
to invite YOU to come join
us in our discussion. He is
a phenomenal speaker and
no one should miss this
opportunity!

Our discussion will take place
in Taylor Hall, Room 404,
Thursday Night at 6 o'clock p.m.
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Wednesday: Reggae Night, 10 p.m.
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1 8 & up, $3 at door.
Saturday: Smokin Penny, 9:30 p.m.
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Section Two

Local performer Jimmy O reveals his beginnings
in the music business and his love for playing

Or Kerri Sample
lographer Audrey Williams
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Jimmy 0 dazzles audiences at a recent performance

Even lucsdav night, the 21 and
over crowd gathers aJ PrnrUgan'a
< ove for one of the Shenandoah
Valley'
finest Students .mil
Harriaonburg residents alike
come to heir tlu-ir ravcaire old ronfia redone
in a uiiit|u.' style, I or the peel five years,
[immv Overtoil balfeu known on the JMU
campua ae llmmy i), hia bean charming and
entertaining at several Harrlaonburg rcstau
rants and bars
Performing aolo three nightsa week and
playing With his tour piece bend Friday
andSaturda) nights. |lmmy O to a musical
sensation
hailing
Irom
neai bj
CharlottesviUs He travels throughoul the
Shenandoah valley and Richmond ae .i
bone fide professional musk last
Music is in finuny Ca genes
literally.
The youngest ot a verj musical hunil]
Jimmv -.nd I was lonst.inllv being pushed
out in (rout o( the audience, .nut I basically
grew up performing/1
In Ins l.iii--IIVIURI' veers he dedded he
wanted music lobe his hwlihood. and so the
legend oi limmj O began
"I started out with raj; tag equipment, hut
I leamed how to make a trvmg and learned
lum to pl.n in front ot different audit
iH'said. "This limy ZSthywrol performing I
started the-mumcr ol 1977 and it's been great
I h.nent looked back."
Success didn't ionic cas) tor limniv 11.
however "Ifs •> good lire, bill there's lots ot

J

hard work involved,'' he said. "It's a very
competitive field. You have to prove yourself
economically so you can sun ive. it vou an'ii't
bringing people b\ voucan'1 make money."

He plays songs everyone
knows in an entertaining way.
He's a cool guy even when he's
not playing.
—Anthony Mecca
senior

59
lor Jnnim 0 bringing people In h,.sn'l been nunh of a problem At .1 ri'.rnt
•how .it Hutt.ilo Wild Wings, senior
Anlhoin Mecca Mid
I u'lvunc likes
him. Mr plays songs everyone knowi in
,m entertaining waj He B .. cool guy even
when he's not playing."
iu\ h employee and finuny v I ton, s»>[»hoIIHHV Dwight Bnnvn s.iiJ, "I hV| tin* Ix-st guy
wo have. Hi- gets [XH.pli' involved with the
musk and even stops lus set *•»> people on
w.ilch the ivst of whatever game is going on."
In addition to Ins crowd-pleasing perfornuiiwi's, |inum 0*sSUCCBSBliesinHispWloaophy on the music industry "You have to

do it for the love ot Uetlbftiling, the love ot
the uiusi., not to make money," he said
"Once VOU ligurc that out. then vou just
have to lx' at the right plaie.it the ri^lit tune
Sun ess i.in happen lor anvone that has the
talent and the ability."
From liritnev Spears |o I'ink Floyd to
i ii.t.i, rial Bmmy 11 raid ha Bnda suuietutiw In
all music that he can relate to and enjov. Ills
twist on live shows conns, m his variety.
I pl.n whatever lor anvone. 1 trv to be
open-minded," lie said. "I have to appeal to
rtarento M^\ kids alike"
He has a particular love tor |Ml' students.
"I don't want to play down my appreciation
ot Charlottesvillcbecause 11 is mv hometown,
but JMU has a really great audience," he said
"They are so good-natured and open-minded
and also have .1 deep awareness M~\^\ appreciation of whew great music cam tmm. You
.an tell tliesc kids have looked thntugh their
parent s record . oll.vtion a time or two."
Different situations lead diltcrenl people to
different tast,-. in muak ]immy O has Ihem all
down. Irom weddings to summer OOOk-OUtl
to live shows to benefits like this coming
weekend's |vrtormance for Kappa .Alpha's
powder pint game toi muscular uyeuuuuy.
Senior Kappa Alpha memb>T Justin
Ki.li.iids.tii said, We asked linimv O it lie
could donate his time to plav at the game.
He's just dontaling his time arid is not getting
paid for it."
I lirtercnl r\-p.-.ot showsk.vpmoon mvtoes

and make me work constantly" Jimmv r' said
So what is Jimmy Os favorite part of I
job? He said it is the bittersweet relationships
formed with his fans lucsdav nights at
Finncgan's Cove has led to many friendships
with the students of JMU, but every spring
lhc\ lew e 1 larrisonburg for bigger and better
things m the real world, and with them goes
a whole chunk of Jimmy Cs fan base.
However, a new group ot students are reaching the glorious age of 21 and coming down
to rinnigan's to share a beer and join in a song
with Jimmy O.
"I get to know the kids, and they respond
to the songs I plav, but then in May lhe> graduate," he said. "The next fall I get to start the
whole process over again, and a whok> new
relationship ensues."
Some JMU alums even come back to
Harnsonburg to see Jimmy O play and reminisce. Lisa Pierce (Oil raid, "He brings me
back to my college years. You can sing wilh
him and it's fun."
Jimmy O gets to live the life a kit of young
musicians dream about, and he considers it ,1
blessing that came from years of hard work.
"I don't care it live or S,(HX) people are
listening to me; it I can see 1 am entertain
ing, then I am doing what I am supposed
to be doing," he said. "When I'm up there
performing I feel I'm being successful, it
doean'l matter if I'm being paid. There s
an intrinsic joy in entertaining people and
thai is everything
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see them
win this

Virginia coalition

For more Info:
540-568-6217
www.upb.org
www.virginiacoalition.com

VIRGINIA COALITION at JMU
Sunday, March 24th
JMU's Wilson Hall
Doors open at 7pm
Show begins at 8pm

Presented by
MUI422, UPB
and

Get ready to rock, because Virginia Coalition is coming to JMU's campus! And everyone who
purchases a ticket at the Warren Hall Box Office will automatically be entered into a drawing
to win a FREE iPod (digital audio player) courtesy of Apple Computer!

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
$10 General Admission
$7 with JACV (no limit)

.minim matn w.iit

WUPB

GET YOUR TICKETS®
Warren Hall Box Office
Plan 9 (Harrisonburg and UVA)

Virginia Coalition
MUSIC VIDEO DIRECTORS WANTED!!
If selected, SMAD, UPB, and Apple Computer will give you
the equipment, training, and opportunity
to shoot a music video during the Virginia Coalition concert.
Participants will be given free tickets and special access to the event.
The winning video will be awarded a $100 cash prize and
will premiere at the UPB Student Film Fest on April 18th at 7pm.
All videos submitted MAY be selected to be posted on websites
such as Virginia Coalition and/or UPB.
TO ENTER:
1. In less than 150 words and no more than 1 attached file (photo, graphic, or video)
tell us why you should be given this once in a lifetime opportunity
2. Send your entry via email to upb@jmu.edu by midnight Sunday, March 17
THE DETAILS:
'. A maximum of 5 participants and/or 2-person teams will be selected
2. Participants will be notified about training dates and times
3. Only 1 video will be awarded a SI00 cash pri/e
4. Each participant will gel lo keep a copy of their finished video

SPONSOR! n BY
Ml I 422. SMAD KM,
ml

&k
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"What about Ihat crushing
moment when your significant
other looks into your eyes and
tells you that you suck? "

L You are what you read
Bookshelves reveal a form of identification Ihat even your JAC card
can't disclose.
SM

14, 2002! THE BREEZE 115

BKCCA WORTIIINGTON

Sex in the Suburbs

story on page 16
SM

story below

Techno trend in the palm of your hand
The new Personal Digital Assistant craze is underway
STORY BY STAFT WRITKR GARRKT HII.I.ER

The next big technological
trend for American consumers
has arrived on the scene, ready
to overshadow the now ubiquitous cell phone.
In the information age where
speed, efficiency and portability are a way of life, creative
marketing heads conjure up
new and amazing innovations
to satisfy this lifestyle. The latest digital revolution making its
presence known on campus is
t
h
e
hand- __^^^^^^_^^^_
held'
computer, otherw i s e

known as the PDA — personal
digital assistant.
These little gizmos, which
seem to be straight out of "Star
Trek,"
are
conveniently
portable and are used to organize and store all the important
information that a busy, multitasking individual needs. For
instance, the average PDA has
features like a calendar, address
book, memo pad, e-mail applications and Internet access.

PBkRllIxe
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PHOTOS BY SF.NIOR PHOTOGRAPHER DAVE KIM

66We have cellphones and
IM. (PDAs) just seem to
be another convenient
way to communicate."
— Megan Speigh

55

On the other end of the spectrum is Palm's latest model into
the PDA market, the Palm i705.
Wireless. With the i705 you get
wireless access to e-mail and
the Web with a constant secure
Internet connection. In addition, the i705 comes with vibrating and LF.D (Light Emitting
Device) alarms, instant messaging, 8 MB memory and a
rechargeable battery, not to
mention a whopping suggested
retail price of $449.
Palm is the undisputed
leader in the handheld computer market, although it already
has begun to relinquish its dominance to rivals like Compaq
Computers
and
HewlettPackard.
According
to
www.pdaslrccl.com. Palm sold 5.1
million of its units in 2001,
which is down from sales of 5.6
million in 2000. By contrast,
sales of the Compaq iPAQ nearly tripled in number from 2000
to 2001 and Hewlett-Packard
had an increase of just under
300,000 of its devices sold in the
same span of time.

Most PDAs also have the
option for add-on modules
that give them even more capabilities such as a phone, keyboard and increased memory.
Senior Rosslyn Snitrak uses
a Handspring Visor Pro.
"It keeps me organized and
isn't bulky like a planner, and
this way I don't lose
notes," Snitrak said.
"It's everything-inone: a calculator,
reminders, a to-do
list and memo pad."
Testifying to the
PDAs contagious popularity, senior Megan Speigh,
Snitrak's roommate,
saw
the
Handspring Visor
Pro, and decided
she wanted her
^
own.
"I got one so I
wouldn't
have
6,000 post 'em notes
around my room."
Speigh said. "We
— Jeremy Swecker
have cell phones and
freshman
IM, (PDAs) just seem to
be another convenient
way to communicate."
One of the most popular
"Palm Pilots have options
brands of PDAs among workthat makes it easier for organizaing professionals and college tion," freshman Jeremy Swecker
students is Palm Pilot. One of said. Swecker, who owns a Palm
the most basic models is the M105, said, "You can keep
Palm mlOO. Its bare-bone feaphone numbers, play games,
tures include a monochrome and there are programs to help
(as opposed to color) display,
you with just about anything."
touch screen, backlit display,
The Compaq iPAQ Pocket PC
built-in speakers, handwriting
H3870 packs a punch with its
recognition and 2 MB of mem- sleek look and powerful abilities
ory. The mlOO is Palm's most
to boot such as 64 MB memory, a
affordable model at a suggest- display that produces 65,000+
ed retail price of $99.
colors, handwriting and voice
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(PDAs) can keep phone
numbers, play games
and there are programs
to help you with just
about anything.

ret og

nition and
a
processor that is the fastest
available (or a handheld computer. It also comes with standard applications like Microsoft1
Pocket
Word,
Excel
and
Windows Media Player. On
www.ciuppda.com,
the
iPAQ
retails for $649.95.
HP's newest model lor I\vket
PC market Is lb lornada 540
Series Color Pocket VC. The
Jornada M0 has I last 32-bit
processor, rich color backlil
screen, along with the ability to
instantly synchronize with your
desktop PC and contain your
contacts and schedule with its
Microsoft Pocket Outlook program. The Jornada 548 is available for S299 at www.pdabua.com.
Many people still are hesitant about PDAs overall worth
versus their current expense.
"I would definitely be inter
ested in a tew years, after they
become a bit more mainstream,"
junior Lilyan Beckwith said.
"Since I don't know very much
about them, I would want to wait
and see what others have to say
about them first
"It seems like technology is
mot ing in that direction . smaller
and faster and overall better ... so
if it comes to a point where 1 feel
comfortable enough investing in
it, I'd say it'd be worth the cost."
The question remains whether
handheld computers are fast
becoming a valuable commodity
to possess, or it they are just
another expansive high-tech toy
for
the
trendy
and
the
technophile. With increasing
market saturation these products
are expected to decline in price.
Swecker said he thinks as
the prices begin to go down,
PDA's will be easier to come
by and "take over the organization world."

REVIEW

Hidden meanings at Zirkle House
[in the
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It's not you, it's me
BY BECCA WORTIIINGTON
contributing writer
At some point in life, just
about everyone gets his or her
heart ripped out, thrown on the
ground, stomped on, put in a
blender, smashed with a mallet,
diced with a meat cleaver and
placed in a doggie bag to take
into another relationship. By
age 25, a heart is all bruises,
scars and stitches. No wonder
there are so many dysfunctional
relationships.
Then* are all kinds of books
and call-in radio shows and Web
sites to coach you in the healing
process, but they somehow all
seem to fall short. From books
like "How to Heal the Hurt by
Hating" by Anita Liberty to the
five-easy-step
process
on
"Surviving the Breakup o! .1
Relationship" as told by Dr.
Cherry l.ee on www.cybercollexe.com. I am still left wondering: What about that crushing
moment when your signifii.m!
other looks into your eyes and
tells you that you suck?
I wish I could offer advice on
how to prevent such heartbreak,
or even how to minimize it. But
I can't. So I'm just going to bitch
about it. 1 have compiled the top
five worst breakup lines of all
time. The biggies The dreaded
cliches. Here goes.
No. 5 "It's just nut working out."
This is the quick -exit HlM
that you get when the person
saying it |ust wants to get rid of
you as soon .is pOMMa t»Hh as
little explanation as possible. It
somehow qualifies as a rv.ison

without .u tu.illv being a reason.
I mean, to say that the relationship is not going anywhere —
what does that even mean? And
what kills me is the fact that this
line traditionally is used very
early in a relationship. Where
the hell is a relationship supposed to be going after a month
and a half? To the altar? We
don't even know what kind of
shampoo each other uses yet.
but somehow it's Just Not
Working Out.
No. 4: "I need some time."
Talk about leaving someone
hanging. What is "some" time?
A week? A year? Everyone
seems just to need "some" time
and no one ever has defined the
etiquette for the party in waiting. If you don't wait long
enough, you're overanxious
and homy If you wait too long,
you're pathetic and obsessed.
This line is an unrealistic and
selfish plea for patience in a fastmoving world. Worst of all, it
has an annoyingly successful
back-up plan built into it,
because for the next several
months, if the dumpee wants
you hack, you can alw.ivs con
veniently keep needing "some
more" time. After all, yon no n
specified the length of time to
begin with. Ah, the beauty of
being vague And the torment
thai it causes the nxvi\ ing eiul
No. 3: "I just want to be friends."
Some people might find this
line more painful than I do,
because I actually am friends
with m_\ .xs (Aiui because,! >K.

see TOP. page 17

Junior T.J. Huff's
"self portrait in
context," is one
of his many
paintings on display at Zirkle
House's
Artworks Gallery.
Huff's works,
which Incorporate themes of
beauty, music
and color, are
accompanied by
a recording of
his Improvisatlonal jazz.

Beneath the surface
BY MIHO HORI
contributing writer
An assembly line of religious symbols of the Virgin
Mary, Jesus and various patron
saints move through the photographs as if reluctantlv partm
pating in a droning procession.
Rows upon rows of mass prDduced statues provide the subject for junior Megan Speight s
collage of black-and-white photographs in the Zirkle House's
Other Gallery.
"IconoCatholic," Speight's
show, uses Harper's lawn
Ornament shop on Route 11, in
I larnsonburg, as a ttxil to take a
"spiritual, yet disturbing'' look
at religious icons "
DAVE KIM/senior phtHogmphfr

Musical impressions
BY LAURA LEE GULLEDGE

contributing writer
Tom patches of painted canvas blend into a fluid stream of
conscious thought as the line
between art gallery and everyday life begins to blur.
Frameless paintings and simple
lighting result in a raw and honest exhibit by junior T.J. Huff,
debuting at Zirkle House's
Artworks Gallery this week.
Huff's paintings are dominated by bold flat areas of
color sewn together with
unraveling yarn lines. His use
of acrylics, house paint and his
casual preparation of the canvas, reinforces the relaxed
rmxxl of the show.
Finding images within
Huff's paintings is like a game
of hide-and-seek. Bottles, dissolving human forms and hidden musical instruments are
intricately placed throughout

his
works.
Huff's
"Improvisation in Brown"
reveals embedded images
coming into focus like those ol
a developing photograph.
Music is an influential aspect
of Huff's work, and therefore is
woven into his exhibit. A
recording of improvisational
jazz Huff performed with a
friend plays continuously during the show Huff sees the
spontaneity of the music as run
ning parallel with his loose
['.Minings lining the gallery
Several of his works pay tribute to musicians such as Charlie
Parker in "Bird at Play." In
"Trumpets by James Joyce,"
Huff mirrors the music by
expressing a stream of consul UBnflSS and using a rapid
execution of painting. The piece
depicts a series of three trumpets e.kh painted progressixely
see ART, page 17

The

presentation

oi

Speight's work is vital to the
reading of her images huh
photograph is mounted in a
cheap-looking gold frame hung
several inches out from the wall.
The pnnts ire mounted on gold

painted tulle like lace, appear
mg to Mo.it the photograph in an
air)', deep space. The shadows
created by the distance between
the frames and the wall, COO
bined with the transpan-nt mat,
appear in rows, adding to the

\ IsuaJ layout of the exhibit. The
overdone qualities oi the lack)
frames add to Speight's idea
that "religion is overpowered
by visual importance and the
meaning is lost "
Sj eight's use of liquid emulsion and imgular pieces (i(
muslin creates soft, weathered
images, which ihc Subtly layers
with gold paint. At times, the
medium enables the statues to
come alive, leaving their stiff
shells Chess techniques as wefl
as the VIM- ot hand sewn stitchutg and pins, which attach the
photographs to the gold tulle,
accentuate the artists imagination and interpretation of the
*v PHOTOS, page 17

[MVEKIMbrriorftofarHpWf
The exhibit, "IconoCatholic," contains works by junior Megan
Speight. This untitled photograph is one ot many on display.
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Time Machine': unsatisfying trip
"THE TIME MACHINE"
STARRING: GUY PEARCE
>mpilg)h> kjf> k

AND

RATED:

The Biltmore

CALHOUN's

The Highlawn Pavilion
College Ladies Nighti Thursday
Ki Theory* Friday
QlOl Ladies Night: Saturday

Dave's Taverna
JMU Jam Wednesday

Mairtr+ree* bar < grill
Legion. Regans Cross. Sol Tribe. Plague Dogs.
and Broken Viewi Saturday 17 cover
Infectious Organizmsi Tuesday 15 cover
33 Westi Wednesday IS cover

The *rrful dodger
Women's Vocalist Ntfht for Singer-Sonjwritern
Wednesday S p.m.

The Little Grill
Larry Keel (bluegrass)i Thunday 9i30 p.m. Iio
Fundraiser for Special Olympics
(folk, bluegrass. jazz music)i Friday S p.m.

Finnigan's Cove
John Fritzi Thursday 10 p.m.
Leon Milmorei Friday 10 p.m.
Jimmy OJ Tuesday 10 p.m
William Waller. Wednesday 10 p.m.

11 ws
Evergreen Terracei Wednesday

Mil \

PG-13

RUNNING TIME:

I»t*«-jf\> Mysom Thursday 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Karaoke-Judyi Friday 10 p.m. ■ 2 a.m.

Calhoun's Jaszi Friday 7 p.m.
Shen Fine (St. Patrick i Day)i Sunrin,
JMU Jaizi 1'iifirlay

SAMANTHA MI

96 MINUTES

BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
Call it a twist of fate "The
Time Machine." originally written by famed science fiction
author H. G. Wells, was directed
by Wells' great-grandson. Sam
Wells. Rather than basing the

film on the book, the younger
Wi'lls directs the movie mtm a
screenplay based on a screenplay. Perhaps V\ULs was desperate to stand on his own, previously only having directed cartoons. Whatever the cause, the
resulting product is a mediocre
mishmash of action and
romance, with a touch of horror.
The story begins in 1800s
New York, where everyone
seems to have a British accent.
Professor Alexander I lartdegen,
an esteemed scientist at
Columbia University, is tireless
ly scribbling formulas on chalkboards in pursuit of various
inventions. Cluy Pearce reprises

his time-unconscious character
from "Memento" and his Prince
Humperdink impression from
"The Count of Monte Cristo" to
adequately play Alexander.
Pearce's hyper, determined
quest for inventing the time
machine originates with his
love for his fiancee, Emma,
played by charming Sienna
Ciuillory. Apparently the audience is expected to care about
this couple simply by being told
that they've been together for a
while and are in love.
of ANDREW COOPER/
After learning lessons about
DREAMWORKS
fate seeking out his deceased Guy Pearce atari in "Tha
li.um'v in the past. Ak'\andtv Time Machine" that opened
March 8.
set TIME, page 17

Bookshelves reveal personality traits
All this talk about now identification methods — everything from national I.D. cards to
serial numbers tattooed on the
back of everyone's left ear —
has made me feel a little out of
the loop. So far out of the loop,
in fact, that in all my musings
over Spring Break, I thought
about the different ways that
human beings identity themselves: race, gender, religion,
nationality, political affiliation
and favorite McDonald's Extra
Value Meal. And then, in another one of my random, eccentric
thoughts, I came to the conclusion that there is no better way
to classify people than by looking at their bookshelves.
Trapped in my home over
Spring Break, suffering from
HVtn Cabin (ever that would
make Jack Torrance blush with
envy, I examined the bookshelves of every family member
in the Salih household. The
books these shelves contained,
the organization of si id books
and the location of the shelves
reinforced the characteristics of
my family members, to the point
where the connection between
bookshelf and personality hit
me with all the force of an
epiphany complete with holy
white light and accompanied by
a recitation of "Halleluiah" from
Handel's "Messiah."
Take, for instance, my
father's bookshelves. A foreign
correspondent for an Arabic
magazine, old issues of The
Washington Post and Time
Magazine blanket the bottom of

his twin six-shelved bookcase in
the den: relics of Sept. 11, the
2000 Presidential Election,
Clinton's impeachment, the
I ran-Contra fiasco — I'm sure I
saw a newspaper proclaiming
the victory of the Union in the
Civil War, although this could
simply be a product of my
cabin-fever induced delirium.
He also studies world religions;
numerous editions of the Bible,
the Qur'an and books by religious scholar Karen Armstrong
are piled haphazardly on the

their books are overshadowed
by CDs, framed pictures, beaded necklaces and stuffed animals. The 13-year-old relegates
her books to the floor beside her
bed, paperbacks like "Queen of
the Damned" and "A Walk To
Remember" that represent her
eagle eye for film novelizations
and popular culture; to say
nothing of the "Harry Potter"
collection, some never-beenread hand-me-downs from
Yours Truly, and an extensive
collection of YM magazines. The

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
shelves. There are the globalpolitical necessities such as "The
Clash of Civilizations" by
Samuel
Huntington, "Bin
Laden: The Man Who Declared
War on America," "Holy War,
Inc.," "The Blue Nile" — the
Uttes never end. Let us not forget the Arabic and English dictionaries
and
outdated
almanacs, staples for any bilingual magazine reporter.
My two younger sisters,
aged 11 and 13, have not accepted books with all the fevered
passion of their older brother;

11-year-old, on the other hand,
has a small pile of books on her
nightstand, a cluster of cheap,
thin paperbacks bought through
the monthly school book-order
club about ghost stories and
cafeteria jokes and word search
puzzles — "For Kids!"
Then there is my mother,
who fed my desire to read; her
bookshelf is a small wire basket
hanging over the clothes dryer,
crammed with naked hardcover
books sandwiching flattened
dust jackets, battered, folded
paperbacks and abused library

books. Small and secluded as it
is, I admire the clutter for what
it represents: the realm of a true,
seasoned reader who doesn't
care about aesthetics but about
the words between the covers.
And now we come to the
bookshelf of the resident literary
critic in the Salih homestead. In
my bedroom is a combination
desk/bookshelf with six small
shelves filled with books, so
many that they have begun to
cover the desk. In true analretentive fashion, the books are
grouped into themes and organized by height. For example,
there is a shelf devoted to
Stephen King paperbacks, a
shelf holding literary classics
from "The Odyssey" to "White
Noise," a shelf for yearbooks
and trade paperbacks — there is
even a growing row on my desk
of to-be-read books (recent additions include short story collections from Andre Dubus and
T.G Boyle). A small stack of
comic books lies under a mask
of dust in a Girl Scout cookie box
(Samoas) wedged between my
dresser and the wall.
So maybe instead of retinal
scanners or voice identification
systems we should start carrying around Polaroids of our
bookshelves wherever we go,
flipping them out every time we
hear those annoying (and dreaded) words: "May 1 see some
ID?" To me, this doesn't seem
like such a ridiculous notion.
Then again, I could be suffering from post-Spring Break
Cabin Fever syndrome.

IMAGINED!

NO CREDIT NEEDED!!

THE 2002 JETTA
Want to study abroad this summer or fall?
Join over 130 JMU students each year who go
abroad on a non-JMU program. Locations include
AUSTRALIA, CHINA, NEW ZEALAND, IRELAND, MEXICO,

and many more! Stop by the Study Abroad office in
Hillcrest East for more information!
APPLY SOON!

*259*/mO., ONLY36MOS.
with NO MONEY DOWN
DO YOU GRADUATE IN THE NEXT 4 MONTHS OR DID YOU
GRADUATE WITHIN THE LAST 24 MONTHSI..RULE VW
AND VOLKSWAGEN CREDIT HAVE YOUR TICKET TO RIDE.
No Money Down includes tax, title & taqs- 1st
mo. payment paid by Rule PLUS security
deposit waived with approved credit TOL
VolkswagenCredit.

International Programs
Hillcrest East
568-3975
international@jmu.edu
www.jmu.edu/international

Drivers wanted.

We stopped dBVHllftff'hllthe standard
features somewhere after 40!

•2002VWJETTA.STlXK»V38r IVKalAM .I'll in Mil \M: END S9JKD LEASE BASED ON 11000 MILES PER
YEAR WITH AN BXCBSS MILEAGE CHARGE OP 15 PER MUX BASED ON SELLING PRICE OP i 16 X*. V
SEE DEALER POR DETAILS OFFER ENDS 4/3002

RULE <B Volkswagen
Locally Owned & Operated Serving The Valley Since 1966

181 Exit 220, 314 Lee Jackson Highway, Staunton, Va 24401

| 540-886-2357 • 1-800-277-0598 • www.ruleautO.com
I
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Top breakup lines broken down Art explores connotations of beauty
TOP. from page 15
I hate to admit it, but I've used
this one. But I swear I meant it)
Regardless, this line is a no-win
• scenario, because normally
there is an unfortunate, unspoken understanding that the
friendship never will happen,
and even if it does happen, you
have to go through a horrible
awkward phase while transiboning You know what I am
talking about. The hanging out,
pretending that you don't have
throbbing fresh wounds, trying
not to brush knees under the
table, the should-we-hug-or-not
moment, ignoring the horrible
neon-flashing absence of a kiss
when you say goodbye.
No. 2: "I met someone else."
Let's face it. After this line,
the ego will never be resuscitated. The other person might ,i>

well just ciime out and say that
they would rather have sex with
Newt Gingrich than your ugly
self Besides, chances are good
that the "someone else" is (a)
your roommate, (b) your sister,
or (c) that girl in your history
class with the big boobs and
platinum dye-job who looks
exactly like Britney Spears.
Being such a competibve society, this breakup line does a dirty
deed. It points out that there is
someone better than you out
there. Someone better looking.
Someone with better communication skills and a better car.
Someone who doesn't snore.
This line forces you into the realization that you are only second
best, and that is never a fun
place to be.
And finally, the big one, the
killer, the crappiest of all crappy

breakup lines.
No. 1: "It's not you, it's me."
Talk about a big, fat cop-out.
The worst part about it is that
you can't hate the person feeding you this line because they
are being so nice about it. It's
deceptive, because it looks like
they are taking the blame, when
everyone knows that the line
really means it IS you, not them,
and whatever is wrong with
you is just so horrendous that
they would rather die than be
the one to tell you.
! don't know about you,
but I am sick of dishonest
breakup lines. If my heart is
going to be crushed, I would
rather that it be crushed with
honesty than with a nebulous,
indecisive, cowardly, insulting piece-of-crap top five line.
But that's just me.

Photos expose irony of religious relic worship
PHOTOS, from page IS
religious icons in the photos.
Speight's use of mixed
media and shallow depth of
field beckons the viewer into a

skewed spiritual realm where
the line between devotion and
mindless following is blurred.
"IconoCatholic" is on display in the Zirkle House's Other

Gallery through March 23. The
gallery is open Monday through
Thursday from noon to 5 p.m.,
Friday and Saturday from noon
to 4 p.m. and is closed Sunday.

ART, from page 15
faster. Huff said.
A less obvious theme
found in Huff's work is the
dynamic between beauty and
ugliness, he said. Huff said
he is intrigued with the idea
that something attractive
ultimately can foster repulsive results. Brown dominates his palette as Huff finds
brown interesting because it

is created when all other
beautiful colors are mixed
together. The sculpture "Still
Life in Perspective" confronts
beauty in a different manner
Huff's presentation of a dead
rat contrasts sharply with the
traditional still life themes of
celebrated beauty.
Huff invites the audience
literally to interact with his
work and become an active

Time travel portrayal mediocre effort
TIME, from page 16
undergoes a second journey. He
fights off a tribe of grotesque
monsters in the future in
defense of primitive cave
dwellers. From this journey to
the future, Alexander learns
some lessons about priorities.
As is often the case, the film
has its share of inconsistencies.
Despite having the power to
control minds and memories,
[eremy Irons' character, UberMorlock, has to resort to weak
physical fighting for defense. In
a chase scene through cave tun-

nels, no character breaks a
sweat. In a massive brawl, a
character outwits and dodges
bloodthirsty beasts by jumping
behind a rock. And it's awfully
fortunate and coincidental for
Alexander that one Eloi tribe
member in the year 802,701
speaks English, the beautiful
Samantha Mumba.
The film entertains and provides a few chuckles. The "Make
7-Up Yours" guy, Orlando
Jones, breaks into a song from
the "Time Machine" musical.
When asked if New Yorkers are

/0
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With a valid
Student or Staff ID

2475-C S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
540-574-4206
Open
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CALL US

Candie's Spa

564 - 2770

THE LOOK

Corner of University Brvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheetz)

433°-r3322

Coupon
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Thursday-Saturday Open Until 3 a.m.
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Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLING -TANNING • MASSAGE -TATTOOS • PIERCING

Downlnwn: 4^3-v^017

3 Months of Tanning $75

Save 10% onTattoos & Piercing

Haircut $12

Buy 12 Tanning Visit! {27
and get 6 more free!

Conditioning Treatment $10

Full Body Massage $30

Perms $35
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Walking Distance from
SunChase, Stone Gate. Blue Ridge.
Potomac & Chesapeake
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friendly, Alexander responds,
"Until you talk to them."
Fans of the book may be disappointed with plot changes,
like the addition of Jeremy Irons'
nasty character. Surprisingly,
H.G. Wells'great-grandson wasn't a stickler for authenticity and
strayed
from the novel.
Unsurprisingly, in his attempts
to step out of his great-grandfather's shadow and make a (first)
name for himself, the new director couldn't carry a theme and
ended up with a mediocre concoction of various ideas.

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING I
SINGLE BREADSTICKS U
2 LITER PEPSI
B

regular price shoes or boots.

Wo Fit Your Stylo

participant, he said. The
viewer is guided to see his
sculptures from different
angles in order to assume different perspectives.
The show runs through
March 23. Zirkle House is open
Monday through Thursday from
noon to 5 p.m., Friday and
Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.
and is closed on Sunday.
Admission is free.

Try a New
Dell Sandwich and get a |
FREE Medium Drink
i
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MARCH MOVIE

In GraftOn-StOVall Theatre For more info, call the
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Only

$200

Movieline at x86723
or visit www.upb.org I

^Sfilms show at 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
unless otherwise noted
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A Coen Brother's
Film

AM'
The power of an Immortal

22-24

The soul of a human
The heart of a hero

WESLEY

SNIPES

7:00

WFPHFN

iBUaiffifi

Special Sunday
Viewing
7:00 p.m. onl

Student
Film
Fest

Sunday
March 24th

$2.00

Hi Ff
PLEASE
NOTE
There will be
No Films
shown on
Wednesday&
Thursday
March 27 & 28

LOOK

& 10:00 p.m.

SORCERER'S
STQJ

29-30
7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
April
18th
7:00 p.m.
in Grafton

HERE

UPB wants to see YOU on the screen
We are now accepting entries for our annual student film festival
- April 18, 2002 at 7:00 p.m.
Submissions may be NO LONGER than 15 minutes in length and on VHS tape
Please drop off your film in Taylor 203 and include the film title, your name, phone
number, and e-mail
Entry deadline: April 5, 2002 at 5:00 p.m.
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You can now place any ad in The
Breeze with your credit card!
It's as easy as ...

Call, fax or e-mail the ad. Or come to
our office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Phone: 568-6127. Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_bree/e(P\jnni.edu.

Support
the advertisers
who help to
bring you
award-winning
news through
The Breeze
each week.

ffl ^
VISA

%

Pay for your ad with a credit card,
cash or check.
Classifieds are $3 for the firsl 10 words, S2 (breach additional 10 words
(ex. a 20-word classfied is only $5).
Call lor display advertising information and talk to an advertising executive.

Get
results!

after this, the corporate ladder
will "be a piece of

[cake],
In Army ROTC, you'll get to do stuff that'll challenge you, both physically and mentally. In the
process, you'll develop skills you can use in your career, like thinking on your feet, making smart
decisions, taking charge. Talk to your Army ROTC representative. You'll find there's nothing like
a little climbing to help prepare you for getting to the top.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Apply Now for PAID summer leadership training and army officer opportunities. Call Major Chris Love at 568-3633
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Senior Chip Larkin spent his
Spring Break visiting racing
sites in North Carolina.

ALLYSON KEENER

senior, women's basketball player

Page 20
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

story below

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

One
and
Done

Dukes upset
Tribe before
falling to
top-seeded
Seahawks

Patriots end Dukes'
disappointing season
in opening game

Fanning scores 19points in JMil's
two CAA Tournament contests
By DREW WILSON

JMU lead to 19 points, the
largest lead of the day for the
DldOH trie Dukes' made free
throws down the stretch
allowed JMU to hold on to the
slight upset.

"Coming in we were really
concerned about playing
William & Mary because
throughout the season they
beat us twice," Dillard said. "I
have to credit our guys. The
key to tournament play is
being prepared, and we played
with a sense of purpose. We
also did a nice job of rhaintaining our composure when
William & Mary made its run"
"I give credit to Sherman
and his team," W&M coach

BY DREW WILSON

hgo amnrrv iff the CAA

assistant sports editor
For JMU, the 2002 men's
Colonial
Athletic
Association Tournament
was like deja vu compared to
last season's tournament. The
Dukes upset a team in the
play-in game before falling to
the eventual tournament
champion.
In 2001, the Dukes upset
third-seeded
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
before losing to George Mason
University, who went on to win
theCAA title. This season, ninthseeded JMU opened with a 7867 win over eighth-seeded
College of William & Mary
before losing 78-62 to the topseeded University of North
Carolina-Wilmington. UNC-W
went on to defeat the University
of Delaware and VCU en route
to its 2002 Championship.
Entering their match-up
with the Tribe, the Dukes had
lost the previous two meetings
this season between the two
teams, 77-59 and 63-58.
However, JMU jumped on
W&M, taking a 20-101ead M ith
II minutes and 45 seconds left
in the first half
W&M slowly crept back
and pulled to within 1 point at
25-24 at the 3:42 mark The
Dukes managed to extend their
lead back to 33-27 at the half
JMU's defense helped the
Dukes keep the Tribe just out
of reach over the first 10 minutes of the second half. W&M
managed to put together a run
midway through the half and
cut the lead to 5 points.
However, sophomore forward
Dwayne Broyles scored 8
straight points to kill the
Tribe's momentum.
"Broyles hit a couple of
threes that really helped us
down the stretch," Dillard said.
Broyles said, "I have to
credit (sophomore guard)
Chris (Williams) for linding
me. He penetrated and hit me
when 1 was open im the wings,
and it's my job to shoot the
open shot. I was fortunate they
were falling."
A 3-pointer by senior forward Tim Lyle pushed the
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"If you had asked me at the beginning of the season 'is this how your season would end?', it's definitely not the scenario I would have painted"

i NASCAR heaven

-Q LvlK
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Rick Boyages said. "They had a
tough year and a lot of injuries.
His kids stepped up, and his
front court stepped up."
The Dukes turned in a team
effort in the win. Junior guard
David Fanning, who was
named First Team All-CAA,
finished with 19 points. Broyles
and junior forward Jerian
Younger each scored 11 points,
while junior center Kenny
Whitehead added 10 off the
bench. Williams finished with
a career-high 13 boards.
"Coach has had us focus in
practice on boxing out and
staying in front of our man,"
Williams said. "Trie ball just
bounced mv way."
Heading into their quarter
finals game against UNC-W,
JMU had some confidence
despite two losses to the
Seahawks earlier in the season.
In both games, JMU played
UNC-W close but couldn't pull
out the win. However, in the
CAAs, JMU would not play
the Seahawks as close as they
did in the regular season.
The main reason came in
the form of a Blizzard — Brett
see CONFERF.NCt:. page 11

assistant \ports editor
Maybe it was because
of the high expectations following last
season's remarkable run.
Maybe it was because they
knew they were better than
they had showed on the court
most of the season. Maybe it
was a little of both.
Whatever the case may
be, their faces were full of
disappointment as the Dukes
walked off the court following their 65-56 loss to George
Mason University in the
quarterfinals of the 2002
Colonial Athletic Association
Tournament.
For JMU, the loss was the
end of a long season in which
the Dukes fell in nine of their
final 13gamestoendwithal612 season, a far cry from the 2310 season a year ago.
"If you had asked me at the
beginning of the season 'is this
how your season would end?',
it's definitely not the scenario 1
would have [Minted," senior
guard Allyson Keener said.
"It's a tough way to go out, but
at this point, there's not a lot
we can do about it."
The win for the Patriots was
a bit of revenge from last year's

CAA Tournament semifinals,
then-sophomore
forward
Shanna Price nailed a 3-pointer
for the I hikes as time expired to
send the game into overtime,
where JMU beat GMU 72-68

6f K

-/RlIEl.

/Women's Tournament
logo rimnen ttftheLAA

"This game was really
big,'' GMU guard Jen
I Vr.\ -i.inik said. "It was personal, and we just took it to
them because (JMU] made us
go home crying last year, and
that's what we wanted to do
to them this year."
Patriots' coach Debbie
Taneyhill said, "I thought we
played very, very well for
probably 36 out of the 40 minutes. But last year against
James Madison we played well
for 44 minutes and 50 seconds
and went home with a loss, so
we'll take this victory."
The Dukes opened the
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2002 CAA Men's
Champions:

UNC-Wilmington
Seahawks
Tournament MVP:
Brett Blizzard, UNC-W
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GMU
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W&M
ODU

52
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2002 CAA Women's
Champions:

Old Dominion
Monarchs
Tournament MVP:
Okeisha Howard, ODU

game with three turnovers in
their first four possessions.
The Patriots quickly grabbed
a 60 lead over the first five
minutes. Junior forward
Nadine Morgan didn't just
give JMU help on the offensive end in the first half — she
was the offensive end.
Morgan scored 11 straight
points to keep JMU within 2
points at 13-11 with just over
10 minutes to play in the half
but soon after picked up her
second foul and was forced to
watch from the sidelines.
"I thought Nadine was
tremendous there early," )MU
coach Bud Childers said. "She
picked up a couple (fouls)
and had to go to the bench,
and she was the one player
that seemed to be carrying us
there for a while."
The Patriots, led by
Derevjanik, rattled off a 13-3
run over the next six minutes
to take a 26-14 advantage.
However, JMU cut the Mason
lead to 28-21 when Keener hit
a shot in the final seconds
before the half.
"We seemed to be a little
nervous out there," Childers
said. "That kind of surprised
me ... kind of playing to keep
from losing maybe, not being
the aggressor out there and
that kind of got us going in the
wrong direction."
Morgan said, "It looked like
we were playing tentatively
and we weren't being the
aggressors, and in this situation, that's how you have to go
out because in tournament
time, everyone is coming out
with their guns blazing. We
just didn't come out as hard as
we needed to."
The Dukes opened the second half with a 3-pointer by
Keener to cut the lead to 4
points. JMU remained within
striking distance until a jumper
by Derevjanik pushed the
Patriots' lead back to 11 points
with 4:24 to play
Midway through the half,
C'.MU
rallied
behind
-., UKSFITE, page 22

TRACK

WRESTLING

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Wallace,
DeFrancesco
place at NCAAs

Dukes finish fifth in
conference tournament

The unusual upsets

Seniors Anthony Wallace and
Mollie DeFrancesco both earned
top 10 finishes and All-American
honors in their respective events
at the NCAA Indixir Track and
Field
Championships
in
Fayetteville. Ark.
On March 8, Wallace took fifth
overall in the men's long jump
with a personal best |ump of 25
feet, 4.5 inches, surpassing his
previous best of 25 feet, 325 set at
the IC4A meet in Boston March 2.
Miguel Pate from the University
of Alabama won the event with a
jump of 27 feet, 4 inches.
DeFrancesco placed sixth in
the women's 5,01X1 meter run
with a time of 16 minutes ami
22.46 seconds, breaking h«'i ■ >\% n
previous JMU record of 16:27.45
set March 2 in Boston M the
Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference Championships,
■ where she won the event. Siri
Alfheim from Oklahoma SMt
University took first with .i HOM
of 16:12.28
—from staff repvrls

Surprise teams make NCAA Tournament exciting,
Cameron, Colabella headed for NCAAs favorites try to fight way to Final Four appearance

junior Seth Cameron continued his dream season at the
Colonial Athletic Association
Wrestling Tournament last
weekend, the second-seeded
Cameron (18*1) qualified for
the NCAA tournament by
winning
the
165-pound
weigh! class with a 5-4 decision over Rider University s
Nick Harrington in the finals.
The Dukes, meanwhile,
placed fifth out of 12 teams in
the CAA tournament 1 lofstra,
the favorite going in, won the
tournament with 111 points.
Drexel University placed second with 88 5 points, followed by Boston University
(64.5), Rider (6.1) and JMU
(46). The Dukes finished the
regular season 7-9 in dual
meets, 2-4 in the CAA.
Junior Dave Colabella also
qualified for the NCAAs as a
wild card entry at 184pOUIldl ( oUbtlla (25-11) fin-

ished third overall in his
weight class with a 3-1 tournament
record,
beating
Rider's Bob Plxzuto in the
consolation finals.
As for Cameron, he
reached the finals by pinning
George Mason's
Richard
Appau at 2:11 in the second
round after receiving I hist
round bye, then defeated Old
Dominion's Ben Summerlin in
the semifinals before taking
out Harrington in the finals.
For Cameron, this will be his
second trip in as many years
to the NCAA Tournament
I ,is| season *. ameron earned
a wild card berth after placing
third in the CAAs.
Junior Pat Diaz, who
placed third at 141-pounds,
will be an alternate for the
NCAA Tournament, which
will be held March 21-23 in
Albany, NY.
—from staff reports

BY MARCIA C. SMITH
The Orange County Register
When the NCAA men's basketball tournament ends, 64
games and 21 days from now,
champions will celebrate, spirits
blazing, mouths howling as
they climb to cut down the net.
The defeated, meanwhile,
will trudge off the court heads
down, faces often te.irMviked.
hearts tattered, dreams shattered.

i Imwn motfonsDy Into the
drama will be the television
Mcucrs and the hard-rooting
spectators who will have followed the tournament runs of
65 teams, each one storyline —
one degree — apart.
"The tournament is more
than basketball It's connei ting
to the drama, emotion, players
and coaches in the ultimate
reality show," said Terry
Ewert, executive producer tor
CBS Sports.
From the top seeds to the

mm

hopeless CMMi each team can be
linked to another by a common
history, a coach, a player, a
name, a nickname, a color, a
town, a tattOO, ■ talk-show host,
an upset, a buzzer-beater, a
Cinderell.i DMl «>r a hero
"The tournament is where I
first saw Mark Madsen,"
Stanford's Curtis Borchardt slid
"I \er\ team had a warrior, but I
wanted to be just like him."
Every year, not-yet-famous
plawrs i merge from s, hools
few have heard of, from kOWM
\\ htn few have been.
I liter Dryca Drew, the
main's son from Valparaiso,
whose last second shot in 1998
boosted
the
I3th-seeded
< nisaders
over
No
4
Mi^issippi, 70 6°, sparking I
Sweet 16 run.
Come on down Casey
I alvary, whose tip-in with 4.4
seconds left floored Florida 7372 in 199°, and lifted Gonzaga, a

3,500-studenl Jesuit school from
Spokane, Wash., into the Elite
I iglit and out of obscurity.
Unlikely heroes arose from
the West in 2000, as No. 11
I'epperdine stunned No. 6
Indiana, and from the East in
2001, as ISth-seeded Hampton
upset No. 2 Iowa State.
I his season, all those spoil. is and their victims — except
for Iowa State — return.
Some schools couldn't wait
for the NCAAs to pull off the
improbable. Mississippi State
stunned No. 8. Alabama to win
the Southeastern Conference
Tournament, gaining its first
NCAA bid since 1996
North Carolina State beat
third-ranked Maryland in the
Atlantic Coast Conference semifinal, and suddenly the big, bad
Wolfpack, whose 13*16 record
last season had fans calling for
see AIJ„ i*tge 11
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BASEBALL

Diamond Dukes
crush Hawks, sweep
three-game series
B> JBPP BLYOGHI (i«
contributing writer
After their successful double-header Saturday in which
they beat St. Joseph's
University 11-6 and 51. the
Diamond
Dukes (14-4)
Sunday
were poised
St.
|oes
to sweep the

r
only Majon
series (nlml
l\H
the Hawks (117
91).
The
Hawks had
one last chance to find the win
column against JMU. but their
wings were clipped at the hands
of a 17-1 defeat that sent them
limping back to Philadelphia.
JMU knocked a record 26
hits and although the scoreboard read as though St. Joe's
was simply out muscled, it
was a gritty one-hitter from
junior right-hander John
Gouzd in seven innings of
work that was the highlight
of the afternoon.
Coach "Spanky" McFarland
said getting off to a good start in
the game was important. "I
knew men iv.is the potential for
them to pull off ■ win this after
noon," McFarland said. "St.
Joe's was in the 'backs-to-thewall' scenano which causes a
unit to pull together and fight
like dogs. Scoring first was th,.
key to really knock the wind out
their sails."
The Diamond Dukes dtUv
ered by scoring in the first
inning following a triple by
leadoff man red-shirt junior center fielder Travis Cbaugh. JMU
managed to keep the momentum going and scored in every
inning except for the third
While St. Joe's was at the
plate, the Diamond Dukes
showed no love by stifling any
attempt from the Hawks'
offense. A strong defensive
showing by JMU, along with
Ciouzd's performance, shut
down any chance St. Joe's had.

Gouzd
pitched
seven
innings, allowed one earned run
and tallied eight strikeouts for
his third win of the season.
On the offensive side, JMU
had a hit parade against St. Joe's
starting pitcher Mike Minerva.
Ebaugh finished 4 for 4 with one
RBI. Junior first baseman Eddie
Kim had four hits himself and
proved that it is no big surprise
that he leads the team in batting
with a .400 plus average. Junior
second baseman Mitch Rigsby
went 3 for 5 with five RBIs
including a two-run home run
to right cenlerfield.
In the fifth inning, senior
designated
hitter
fat
Cunningham added insult to
injury with a three-run shot that
cleared the 400 feet sign in deep
center field.

-66

By sweeping St. Joe's,
that lets our conference
know that this is our
stadium and to beat us
here, you better play
your best.
- Mitch Rigsby
Junior, second baseman

-*5-

"We jusl wanted to send the
mi-ssim1 tli.il we're not >;oing to
lose many games at home this
year," Rigsby said. "By sweeping St. Joe's, that lets our conferonce know that this is our stadium and to beat us here, you better play your best"
St Joe's put up one run in the
third inning, but it was its only
offensive production of the day.
The Diamond Dukes will
travel to the University of
Virginia Wednesday, March 20
to take on the Cavaliers in
CiVirlottesville.

CHIP LARKIN

A week in Race City, USA

PORT
B-E-A-T

For
NASCAR
fans, Earnhardt Inc. is one of the Winston Cup Championship.
Mooresville, N.C. is the city of largest and most amazing comJust south of Kannapolis is
dreams. Nine Winston Cup plexes ever built. Dubbed Concord, N. C. Concord Ls home
race shops are located in the "Garage Mahal" by Darrell to Lowe's Motor Speedway.
small town known as Race Waltrip, the 240,000-squarc-foot l.owc's is a 1.5 mile oval track
City, USA. These race shops headquarters of Dale Earnhardt that hosts two Winston Cup
also account for a multitude of Inc. houses three Winston Cup races a vear and the Winston,
Busch Series teams.
teams. Located inside the por- NASCAR's
all-star
event.
Chip Canassi Racing is just tion of the building open to the Lowe's offers fans a trackside
one of the teams located in the public are trophies and memora- tour, including a trip around the
same
small
section
of bilia highlighting the careers of track at 80 miles per hour in a
Mooresville. Chip Ganassi Dale Earnhardt. Dale Earnhardt van. The Concord area's proximRacing is home to the Coors Lite Jr., Steve Park and Michael ity to a number of tracks Ls what
car of Sterling Marlin and the Waltrip. ALso located inside are a first
attracted
DePaolo
Target Stores car of Jimmy gourmet
restaurant,
shop Engineering to the area. Up until
Spencer. Marlin is currently the garages and showrooms.
DePaolo Engineering moved to
leader in the NASCAR Winston
The late Dale Earnhardt was the area, most NASCAR teams
Cup points race
one of the greatest NASCAR dri- were based out of Florida where
Also located in that same vers of all time. With seven the Daytona 500 Ls held. Once
stretch is Roush Racing, home Winston Cup championships DePaolo Engineering moved to
to four full-time Winston Cup and 76 wins, Earnhardt helped the area, other teams began to
teams, one Busch series team to define stock car racing. Even migrate North in order to be
and one Craftsmen Truck team
after earning over S41 million in close to other tracks and teams.
Among Roush's teams are the race winnings, Earnhardt stayed
The
small
towns
of
Viagra No. 6 car of Mark near his birthplace on a 300-acre Mooresville, Kannapolis and
Martin, the Dewalt No. 17 car of farm. Whether fans loved him or Concord in North Carolina are
Matt Kenseth and the No. 99 hated him, they all respected the sites of dreams to manv
Citgo car of Jeff Burton.
him for both his contributions to NASCAR fans. The towns offer
Located just down the street the sport and to what he did off the opportunity to interact with
from these garages is the North of the racetrack. In addition to some of the biggest names in the
Carolina Auto Racing Hall of his racing pursuits, Earnhardt business. Many of the garages
Fame. The museum located was also part of the ownership offer viewing areas as well as
ire-ide of the Hall of Fame houses group for the Kannapolis memorabilia and showrooms feaover .15 cars spanning the history Intimidators, a minor league turing actual Winston Cup cars.
of NASCAR. Organized track baseball team. His team of
Chip Larkin is a senior economracing evolved from the times of Waltrip and Earnhardt Jr. have ics major who spent his Spring
the past when bootleggers would allowed Dale Earnhardt Inc. to Break in NASCAR heaven and
try to evade the revenuers of the field one of the more successful knows that Dick Trickle is not a
Federal Government. These teams in last year's race for the medical condition
agents of the federal government
were attempting to stop the illegal pniduction and transportation of alcohol. Those early racers
would modify their cars in order
to hold large amounts of liquor
and modify their engines in order
to outrun the government agents.
One of the other museums
located in Mooresville is the
Memory Lane Motorsports
Museum. Memory Lane is
home to many cars that will
bring fond remembrances to
any NASCAR enthusiast.
Among the classics located
there are cars once driven by
Alan
Kulwicki,
Cale
Yarborough, Dale Farnhardt
and Darrell Waltrip.
Located on Route 136 is Dale
Earnhardt Incorporated Route
136 connects the towns of
Mooresville and Kannapolisand
Ftwo couitwy of CHIP LARKIN
is known for the drag r.icing that This Is one of several NASCAR museums Larkin visited on Ms
used to occur on it. Dale Spring Break tour of NASCAR sites In North Carolina.

Archery wins East
Regional-.
JMU won the overall
team championship at the
U.S. Indoor /East Region
Championships last weekend. Individual winners for
JMU included freshman
Stephanie Pylypchuk in
women's Olympic bow,
sophomore
Adam
Wheatcroft in men's compound bow, and sophomore Megan Bowker in
women's compound bow.
Women's Lacrosse wins
over Yale
The 12th ranked Dukes
beat 15th ranked Yale
University 14-9 March 10 in
Harrisonburg. Junior Lisa
Staedt tallied five goals and
two assists in the win.
The Dukes (1-2) had lost
their previous two games to
13th ranked Perm State
University and 19th ranked
University of Pennsylvania
before getting their first win
of the year.
Staedt
was
also
announced as one of 12 nominees for the Tewaaraton
Trophy, given to the nation's
top female college lacrosse
player. The award will be
given out June 5.
Softball splits at Elon
Tournament
The Dukes went 2-2 at
fhe
Elon
University
Tournament March 8-10.
JMU defeated Seton
Hall University 4-3 and
Wright State University 9-4.
Freshman Nikki Dunn
struck out seven in the win
over WSU. In their two losses, the Dukes fell to North
Carolina A&T University 64 and Eastern Illinois
University 3-2.

March is UREC's Nutrition .Month! Do you have good people skills?
Do you like technology?
Start Coming up this month:
Nutrition Fair
Mar. 20,4:30-6:30 pm
v

-

^

fl Hfflll

Co-sponsored wlMUDA

Tomorroiur Where's the Aid in
Irgogenic Aids?

Consider Joining Our Team!

Mar. 25,7-8 pm
I Sign up today to meet with
a Nutrition Analyst at UREC's
Program Registration Desk!

JMU's Computing Support is now hiring for Summer
and Fall 2002 Semesters. Interviews will take place
for the following position:

fVBotli programs are WeHntss Passport
•;inliwaiiQin

Rp//uwiujmu.edu/recreation ^555

Frontline HelpDesk Consultants
Gain excellent experience for your resume
Strengthen your customer service skills
Stay current with technology
Make new friends
Flexible hours
Now accepting applications. Fill one out today at
http:/ / www.jmu.edu/t-omputlng/studentemploymant
Applications are due by 5 p.m. on Monday, 3/25/02. Note: we
may be Interviewing aa the applications coma In, so be sure to
get yours In early!

THANK YOU
TO THE FACULTY NOMINATORS FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO MILLER LEADERSHIP AND THE 3MU COMMUNITY
Kathenne Kessler

Tim Ball

Felicia Anderson

John Hanson

Scott Misler

Linda Halpern

Helen Storey

Suzanne Blackwell

Bob Hanson
Charles Maddox

Sretchen Cessna

Bob Kolvoord

Paul Warne
Sonya Baker

Mark Thomas
Steven Reich

Diane Strawbndge

Robert Sherwood

Brody Earnhardt

Jim Benedict

Philip Dillord

Brian Cherette

Corey Hickerson

David Zimmerman

Sally Chappel

Wayne Teel

MILLKR LEADERSHIP

CONGRATUJATKINS
TO THE FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE CLASSES OF MILLER STUDENTS:
Monica Beoru

Laura Earnest
Emily Evans

Crystal Munson

Kristin DiVincenzo

Jay Fabian
Rachael Factor

Rachel Rupnght
Grant Schafer

Tcnisha Woodard

Lizabeth Workman

Kristin Felker

Amanda Castle
Lenny Tengco

Kelley Movers

Jimmy Kelly
Justin Leighty
Krlsten Lytle
Joel Mills
Jordan Crotty

Marshall Felvey
Stephen Filingen
Lindsay Gold
Erm Grossman

Lindsay Gilchnst

Kris Gillen

Ashley Herr

Josh Hoyden

Peter Jimison

Rebecca Bikowski
Melissa Hamill

Christopher Lessard

David Norman

Amanda Logsdon

Thomas Oburchay
Dana Cox

Christine Little

John Petek

Carissa Szuch

Lindsay Swanigan

Erin Reynolds
Kate Zimmerman

Marci Tingle
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Some churches go a little overboard at Easter to present the
message of Jesus In a dramatic way. ..
This is way beyond overboard*.

March 24-30, 7:30 p.m.
Grace Covenant Church
3337 Emmaus Rd (1-81. Exit 243)
Harnsonburg. Virginia
For more information call (540) 433-9244

Breeze MwrfjW
'BUSINESS
Office 801-8570

:

ree Tickets: Valley Mall • March 14 & 15. 3-9 pm & March 16,10 am- 12:30 pm

'MOVIE INFO:
Call 801-8500
for tht Movie
•Phantom"

Coming nan . March *3
Hir• y Pollar■ Jl-nmy Naution
Alao Willy Wonka A Tho Chocoiaia Factory
Hollywood Ciaiaic-Llia Minnalll "Cabarat

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP
AND MANAGEMENT

CARL AND MARY HAYNES WELCOME YOU TO

CLIMBINGTREE MOVIEHOUSE
VALLEV (VIA! ■

All "New'
Wide Screen
Stereo
Surround
Sound in
Auditorium 1
Only'

BHOTMEHMOOD OF THE WOLF" *
Mon -Thurs - 7pm Only'
Fnday- 7 A 0:30
Sit ■ 2. 4:30. 7. 9:30
Sun - 2, 4 30. 7

The Original Script
-WIZARD OF 02B
Starting Judy Garland
Showing Nightly 7 p.m.
Also SAt A Sun MaUneo 2&4 30

ai-GoneWttn The Wind O
Hold Ova* 3»d B<g Woafc
«2-Wirard of O2 O
Ha*d Ova- 2nd Bg Waal
■3- Bruca Wiiii Hani War I
Maid Over 2nd B»g Waa*
•4- Super Troopers fi

Call 801-8570 for sin < i.tl Rales for Birthdays, Groups & Schools

/"

i

\ Harrisonburg

X

fay ■ / Unitarian Universalists
VLir^

Service 10:30 a.m.

We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person and justice.
equality and compassion in human relations.
Phone: 867-0073 Visitors Welcome
http://home.rica.net/huu Kmuil: hhuri*(" ritu.net
POT povdhle campus meeting jnfiirmatiun contact Ralph (inive: groverfwjmu.edu

Route 33, 5 miles west of H'bur|£ at Dale Knterprise Schoolhouse
"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth. Ages 4 Through 17, SUNDAY'S at 10:30 A.M.

The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies presents:

"Defending Democracy, Defeating Terrorism"
"'ilicDefc**'

The Foundation for the Defense of Demcracies is seeking qualified undergraduate applicants to participate
in a fellowship program entitled "Defending Democracy, Defeating Terrorism."
The fellowship program will commence August 3-21 in Tel Aviv and will allow participants to interact with
academics, diplomats and military officials from India, Israel, Jordan, Turkey, and the United States. FDD
fellows will be provided with all room, board, and travel expenses.
FDD is a non-profit, non-partisan and non-ideological think tank that promotes informed debate about
policies and positions that will most effectively abolish international terrorism.
Questions? Email fellows@defenddemocracy.org
For additional details and application visit: www.defenddemocracy.com

l
^

Fashions by Chris Uvenio

* '■ \ & Saturday, March 16
A
'I ■ i t V
_
P.C. Ballroom
8:00 p.m.

1

11

t:

*

I
•

«*

Tickets are avaiCaBCe onCy at the door. "Doors open at 7:00p.m..
Christopher Uvenio is a designer from New York who has
worked in the fashion industry for designers such as Calvin
. Klein and Bob Mackie. In this show, he will present his
i original designs on the runway in what will be a mixture
V of fashion, music and lights. Clothing will be displayed
m on both professional and JMU models. A reception
will follow.

Tor more info, caCC568-6217 or visit www.up6.ort
I

f#(IPB
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Conference champions UNC-W Despite disappointing year for
ends JMU's run in 2002 CAAs
CONFEKBNCB.fnm page 19
Blizzard. The UNC-W guard
and CAA Player ol the Year lit
up the scoreboard wilh 29
points against the Dukes.
Blizzard and his teammate,
center Craig Callahan. helped
UNC-W jump out to a 21-10
lead in the first seven minutes.
The Seahawks edged their lead
to as many as 12 points in the
first half before JMU inched its
way back into the game.
Fanning was fouled on a 3point attempt and was sent to
the line for three tree throws.
Fanning nailed all three and cut
the UNC-W lead down to 24-19
with 5:28 to play in the first hall.
Two free throws by Younger
one minute later cut the lead to
only 3 points. But the Seahawks
hit two 3-pointers in the final
minutes to help extend the lead
to 36-29 at the break.
The second hall belonged to
the Seahawks as Blizzard and
company never let the Dukes
close within single digits after
the 18-minute mark.
"They showed why thev are
the best team (in the CAA),"
Dillard said.
Despite the large victory
over JMU, UNC-W coach Jerry
Wainwright praised Dillard
and the Dukes for their play
down the stretch despite
injuries all season.
"I thought James Madison
was playing the best basketball
of the year as the year wound
down," Wainwright said. "It's
really a tribute to (Dillard). His
kids make you do a lot of things
different because they are very
aggressive on the inside."

In addition to Blizzard's 29,
Callahan added 21 points.
Forwards Ed Williams and
Anthony Terrell pitched in with
12 points and 10 points, respectively. Blizzard also was named
the 2002 CAA Tournament
Most Valuable Player.
For the Dukes, Fanning
scored 19 points for the second
game in a row Williams added
10 points.
The Dukes struggled from
beyond the arc in the loss. JMU
shot just four for 17 from 3point range. Fanning said
those numbers could be attributed to tired legs after two
games in less than 24 hours.
"I think that had a little
something to do with it,"
Fanning said. "We got some
good looks and sometimes the
ball wouldn't go in. But maybe
that was the situation |UNCW) had a little bit more fresher
legs because they didn't have to
play Friday. But no excuses, we
just missed shots."
The loss for JMU marked the
end to Lyle's career as a Duke.
Lyle scored 2 points in the loss
to UNC-W, but did manage to
score 6 points on two 3-pointers
in the win over W&M. Lyle
received the prestigious Dean
Ehlers Leadership Award for
2002. Lyle also was named to
the 2002 Verizon Academic AllAmerican Third Team.
The Dukes finish the season
with a 14-15 record.
"It's definitely been a disappointing season," Fanning said.
"When you start the season,
you have goals, and you work
hard to get to those goals. It just
wasn't our year."

JMU, Keener and Franklin set
career records in senior season

DESPITE, from page 19
Derevjanik,
Shelbylynn
McBride and Vemessa Neamo
to extend the lead to as many
as 20 points with only five
minutes to play.
Childers said, "That was a
stretch there were they hit the
threes and we couldn't throw
one in the ocean ... It's hard to
stay with a team when you are
not making any baskets."
Part of the Dukes' offensive
woes were caused by the
Patriots' defense. Mason went
into a zone defense, something
it did very little all season. But
the zone look away JMU's alhletic advantage, according to
Taneyhill.
"(Junior forward) Shanna
Price is very good off the dribble," Taneyhill said. "Her
quickness gives us trouble
every time we play them. Same
thing with Nadine Morgan. We
felt like we could sit back in
there and make them shoot it
over us, and I think giving
them the different look probably did help us defensively."
The Dukes found themselves down 61 -44 with 3:46 to
go, but fought back to cut the
Patriots' lead to only 9 points
with 1:25 to play. However,
JMU's comeback ran out of time
and so did its season.
"I thought they were the
aggressors the entire game, and
the spoils go to the aggressor,"
Childers said. "They certainly
took it to us. I was proud ol our
kids in the way they battled

back there late We |iist didn't
shoot the ball well enough to
give ourselves a chance to st.n
in the ball game. But we
showed a lot ot heart there at
the end and I thought we made
a nice run.
"I can't explain that.''
Childers said. "We seemed like
we were ready to play They
had a goixi week of practice, but
ut'iust Juln't 86801 to come out
with that same kind ofanogy."

('97) each made 171 3-pomt
shots in a JMU uniform.
Also playing their final
sanies were senior center
Hollee Franklin and senior tor
ward
Katie
Hwdboraer.
Franklin had 3 points, nine
rebounds and three blinks
while Hardbarger scored 5
points. Franklin ends her career
as the Dukes' top shot blocker
with 1*6 blocks.
Price, who was named to the
Second Team All-CAA, finished
with 9 points despite not start
ing the game because of an
injury she suffered
/ think we expected a lot aggravated
in the final week of the season.
this year and maybe we Ihe 9 points marked the end of
her JMU record 23-game douexpected too much
ble-digit scoring streak.
the disappointing seawithout going out and son,After
Childers said he learned to
exped nothing I le Mid, I think
working hard and
we expected a lot this year and
earning it, and I think maybe we expected tcxi much
going out and working
our players realize that. without
hard anil earning it, and I think
our players realize that'
- Bud Childers
However. Morgan said the
»omcn\ Iwkclball coach
loss is motivation toi next sea
son. She said, "This game
SUM'S as a motivation for all
Derevjanik led the Patriots of the underclassmen coming
with 22 points, while McBride back next year. We just know
sconxl 12 points.
we have to work hard in the
lor the Dukes. Morgan hn- off-seaton |usl on getting the
ished with a game high 23 little parts of our game togcthpoints. Keener, a member of the er. and we are going to make
2002 CAA All•Aademli Ram. sure that happens."
ended her JMU career with 10
Never the less, Childers
points in the ..
assured that JMU would
had two 3-pointers in the game, rebound from its sub-par season
tying her for the Dukes' career
"We'll be back. The Dukes
record She and Holly Rilinger will resurface next year."

??_

AH teams, big
and small, will
compete for
2002 NCAA
title in Atlanta
Aid..from page 19
Coach Herb Sendek's firing,
is doing its first Big Dance
since 1991.
Want more fairy tales? How
about Kent State, which is riding the nation's longest winning
streak (I8games).
Then there's Ernie Kent,
who led On'gon to the NIT in
IW5, 1976 and 1977, now coaching the Ducks to Ihe 2002 Pac-10
regular-season title.
These Ducks do it with a
pair of Cool-Haired Lukes —
Luke K1.1 nour and Luke
I.K kson — who feature floppy,
uncombed tops and fingertips
that combine to average nearly
31 points.
Another Luke, Arizona's
Luke Walton, son of UCLA legend Bill Walton, has a shoulder
tattoo of four Grateful-Deadlike skeletons, representing
Luke and his three brothers,
playing basketball.
The
Kentucky
school
record for tattoos is 10, held by
guard Rashaad Carruth, who
has "The Chosen One" on his

right forearm.
Though a tattoo aficionado,
body art is not what brought
Tayshaun Prince back to
Kentucky. The NCAA crown
is Pfince and teammate Keith
Bogans spent the summer on a
conditioning regimen that
included running suicides
through the sand while wearing combat boots.

College Park
Ashby Crossing
Now Leasing

E-MOTION:
A Selection of Works
BY ARTIST
CYNTHIA GREENE

^ent Induc^
•Fully furnished
•Individual lease
•Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
•Dishwasher
•Local Phone Service
•High speed unlimited
ethernet access
•Cable plus HBO
•Water, sewer and trash
removal
•Clubhouse w/ exercise

room, pool table & foosball
• Pool & hot tub
•Tennis, volleyball &
basketball courts
•State of the art computer lab
•Enthusiastic, caring staff
•On site, full service
maintenance w/ 24 hour
emergency service

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

Accessible through www.upb.org/Minotion

I :R1 DA Y.MARCH I
THROUGH SUNI )AY, MARCH 31

E-motion is an online gallery brought to
you by the University Program Board
Arts Events Committee, a recent effort
by UPB to better support and serve the
artistic communities
of JMU and Harrisonburg

I ■<«• more iiilo ,
iiuii.ui 568-6217or -5
visit www .uph.orti

I
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FOR RENT
Large 2I/3I suites in quiet
location at Hunters Ridge One
mile from campus. On bus route.
Completely
furnished.
All
appliances. Available 7/15/02. Kit
AlentuOo. 540-564-1657 (home) or
5404332646 (work).
Want quiet? Try a two bedroom
unfurnished
apartment,
www castleproperty.com. 564-2659
•25 t. Mgft St 3 or 4 BR Nice
Ready
8/1/02.
$800
month/deposit 540879-9548.
•rand New 1 M Apartments • all
appliances, available midsummer.
$440. 4331569.
Mediae* •*•••'• • furnished
townhouse. 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
oath. W/D Rent from $195 per
room. Separate lease starting in
August 2002. 434-1040.

Great Rentals
for 2002 -2003
Deck House
3 BR Apartment Hardwood floors. 2 decks,
water Included. 8650/mo.
Hunter a Rtdfje Townhouee
Available August I
8215/person. 4 bedroom. 2
Irving room*. W/D. D/W.
A/C. 2 baths

4 Bedroom House Roosevelt Street. Furnished.
8275/person. W/D. D/W.
A/C. Available August I

2 BR Townhouse Close to campus. August

lease. Water included.
8550/moitih.

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouses
W/D. D/W.AVC
2 Blocks from campus'
Klin, Realty
438-8800

Call Anytime'

Across from Hospital - on Cantrell
Ave. 4 BR. 1 bath, laundry, offstreet parking, DSL 12 month
lease 2346584
Large roe* In heuae. 548 E.
Elizabeth Street. $250/month for
summer. Jessica. 4429205.
Nags Head student svmeaer
Rentals • seeOree/erearty com.
252 2556328.
■caatlfiHIy Restored Vleterlan
DMBSSI - for groups of 3. 4, or 7. 2
kitchens, 2 living rooms. 7
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms. Large
yard and parking area. Wrap
around front porch. Fully renovated
plumbing, electrical and drywall m
2000 High ceilings and huge
Bedrooms, average sue 185 SQ. ft.
Must see >ns*Je to fully appreciate
this
property
564-2659
www castleproperty.com
Reontmate Needed - tor 2002
2003 school year. Free Ethernet.
cable and local phone included in
rent. Call Crag. 4320600

J-M
APARTMENTS
438-8800. Anytime!
2002 - 2003
I BR Apt. S350/mo.
2 BR Apt. S400/mo.or
$200/pcrson. Ethcmcl
.

available

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse furnished, 2 BR units, kitchen.
$240/bedroom. 7 03-7370103.
House Across from HoeaUel • 2
dupieies rented as one unit. 8 BR,
2 baths, off-street parking, laundry.
12 month lease. June - June,
$270 234*584

Ikanoi R0470JB Jewel Blue
Electric Oultar • with case and
stand. After market Seymore
Duncan pick-up, Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Roie*ood
finger Doard. Aslung $350. 5744692
or duffcmgtjmu.edu.
New Palm Pilot M10B • Sleek
and compact. A great, easy way
to get organized! Only $100. Call
4375006

Room or. South Main Strati
$235 $275. Available irnmeOasey
Call 4874057.

91 Aeura Integra • black 5 speed.
2 door hatc*iback, good condition
Asking $3 300 or better offer. Call
Christina. 438-2646.

Wo Need 2 Roommates • for neiit
school year. Call Stephanie at
4363836.

Hosaewares galore, clothes A
much morel Gift & Thrift, 227 N.
Main.

2 SR Tewnheuaae - walking
distance. W/D. available 6/1 or
8/17, $525 433-1569.

IBM Hoi*Amrta-2drxr coupe.
5 speed, great condition, loaded.
Ask>ng $6,500 Call 87*2706.

Alsaaat Now Large 1 ■*
Apartments • W/D. available 8/17,
$400 $425. 4331569.

ENtONIQ VPX-SO ■ Music
production synthesuer with onboard 24-tracK sequencer and disk
Oiive Over 200 sampled sounds,
Infinitely programmable, fully touch
sensitive keyboard. Fun MIDI.
includes pedals, case. $600. neg.
Call Jon. 433^3469.

• lor natf Kftool
year Call Michelle. 442-4496 (Of
details.

FOR SALE
Ampag Classic Bass Cabinet/
Crate Head Combo - Barely ployed.
Excellent sound and condition.
Trials available, contact Eugene:
sch»etea*>|mu.edu. 442-4572.
Taking best offer
Brewing euaaliee. Ingredients,
Taps ■ Bluestone Cellars. 4326799.
181 S. Mam. nsmBCBflEW.com
ISM Sexual Katana BOOcc 7,500 miles, dual exhaust, custom
yellow paint, cover and helmet
included $3,600. o.o.o. Contact
Justin: moranjmeijmu.edu or call
612-4453. For plcs/more info:
•vww geoctf<es cotn/my96ketene

1M7 Volvo 24001 • 4 door. 4 cyt.
auto. 30 mpg . new brakes ail
around. 1994 Dodge Caravan.
269-2000
AM/FM Starao Receiver • Optlmus
Digital Synthesiied. Used very
little, $50 or make an offer.
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
ciean-kg gs» away. Call 434-1241,
leave message.
UW HonssTcivk DX Coupe - 5
speed, CD. excellent condition.
$7,500. Can 4339162.
Ford Tempo ■ approximately
108.000 miles, very good
condition. Aslung price: $1,200, or
best offer. Contact information:
Uma.msh Nabi. 540-432-9773 or
571-432-5483
or
email
nabiuOaol.com.

3 BRApt. $5IO/mo. or
SPO'person

One of the closes!
complexes lo JMU!
Kline Realty
Property Management
438-8800

Large 1 BR Apartments ■ good
location. Available 7/1. $360.
433-1569

Mm. Ri .11* Property Mjmt.
The good apartments go first,

so eome by and see u\'

Fender Electric Guitar - Black,
like new. $275.Can for details,
433 1943.

Playstation 2 • system, games.
accessories tor sale. E-mail
jmuGameGuyayyehoo.com for
information.

MilU r
For mow aifonaaiton »d awnur
it|*r*ft( the nvcMijMwa of iMUKMg
busiaevt opsonunmo. ionuci the Bcaer
RutincuRumu.lK. 1-800-533-5501

OJ Eewlsment and Lighting everything from speakers to strobe
ights to cfcsoo baas to fog machtne
virtually brand new and m great
condition. Price is negotiable
Please contact Matt. 4376584 or
91*8305125

2001 Silver Toyota Cellca 11,000 miles, loaded, spoiler,
sunroof, keyless entry, automatic
transmission. Gold Emblem
package, excellent condition.
extended warranty. Call 432-1394.

HELP WANTED
DON'T HAVE AN
ORDINARY SUMMER
Camp Faun Seal in Vagina has job
opening! for camp countclwt.
program instructor* for aquancv
nortebeck riding, adventure and
vjxis \*.rt *.th children and adulK
wfla dnabdtbci in a beautiful cutdor*
SCBmf, Roam, hmnt wlary provided
$04-05-9155 wvwcinnNWrvil*aor| H-mail dbrownOvaraMerwab.onj
i Philadelphia looking for a
1 Joblll Chikjcare needed in
the Coiiegeviiie area. Part-time.
approKimately 10 hours a week.
Children ages 2 & 4 years old.
Flexible daytime hours. $9/hour
interested, call 6104090826
Looking for a Fun Susanier Jee?
Shenandoah River Outfitters Is now
hiring for summer season tor
campground attendants, campfire
cooks, drivers able to lift 85 lbs.
Must be outgoing, energetic and
able to work weekends. Full and
part-tme. 18006CANOE2

YOUTH BASEBALL AND
SOFTBALL UMPIRES
Ifyou are intcreiled in umpiring
in the Hamsonburg Little
league Awocialion.
please contact Tommy Thomas
at 433-9168 or come by the
Harmon burg Parks and
Recreation Department
and leave your name and
phone number

New Feet Food Restaurant • in
Harrisonburg opening in Aprs. Now
taking applications for full/parttime positions Flexible hours with
competitive pey Call 4339348
from 6 00 p.m. ■ 9:00 p.m. Ask for
Todd.

ChNdcara Needed for Infant • near
JMU. Approximately 10 hours per
week, afternoons Call 4344379

Now Wring! All Northern Virginia
areas: Supervisors/Lifeguards/
Pool Operators Apply on-line or call
1677-733-7665 $7.25/hr rniwnum
wwwpremierenterpn sesane.com

SERVICES

FrsternHlea, SeeorHles, Clubs,
Student Grouse • Earn $1,000 •
$2,000
with
the
easy
Campus'undraiserxom three hour
fund rarsng event Does not nvotve
credit card apptcattons. Fund raavng
dasss are fHfeng quckly. so ca* today
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
6869233238 or visit our wabsate at
www campusftari^ratssv.com.
Be a Part of Harrlaoaburg'a •
first Spanish and English
newspaper. El lector ■ The Reader
Writing and editing positions
available Contact Caitlln Dnscoii
at 612 4927 or dnscoceOynu.eckj.
STOO/Kr. Psua $200 Per MowUi •
bousing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks or
North Carolina (Nags Head)
Submit application on-line at
www.rrmorlh.com.
CarwpvsNat RNAs wanted. Prowde
technical assistance to clients in
the CampusNet program. Work
approx. 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be
$6.30/hr Prior experience with
TCP/IP and internet related
applications is desired. FID out a
state employment application from
Human Resources and send it to
Nancy Dauer. Technical Services.
Hoffman Building, Room 5, MSC
1401. Closing date is 5 p.m. on
March 29. For further mformation.
please email your questions to
campusnetOymu edu.

Isrs SB to 8800 per week
assembling products at home. No
experience. INFO 1-9856461700
DEPT VA-4806

5250 A Day Potential r amending
Training provided 1600293-3985.
txt 215

Don't Loose Your Deeoettt We'll fix
anything ■ doors, windows, walls,
lights. No job too small. Call Odd
Jobbers, 4360123

PERSONALS
Shady Abroad In May 2002 • Tour
France and Switzerland. 3 credits
for F1309; can even count towards
GenEd Humanities requirements'
Wonderful
opportunity
to
experience another culture.
Requirements: keep a journal
throughout trip and write one paper
upon returning. For information
email' hamietmi9Jmu.edu (Dr.
Hamlet Meti).
EAJI2 MOT. INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2002
Build your resume. Earn over
$7,000 this summer Limned
number of positions available
across VA. Apply online today'
*w w. luihMipatntorvroni

ADOPTION

l.oving/joyous family with one
child looking to adopt white
infant In u» shower your baby
with love/happinc«s in
warm/secure home Legal.
conlKlemial. 888-212-5553.

Advertise in The
Breeze classifieds

Raymond James
Financial Services
Summer Internship

1 his is a paid position and
experience u s plus.
however, we will train
$1,800 Weekly Potential • mailing
Our Circulars. Free information Call
2036830202

11, 20021 THE BREEZE 123

Paid internship with nnancial
incentives, Gain first-hand
experience of (he financial
services industry. Assist in
marketing financial reviews and
seminars Call 442-6420 or
mutter (a* rjrs.com

S3 00 for the first 10 words
S2.00 Tor each add 110 words
Block ads are S10 inch

Now accepting
credit cards!!
Classified advertising only
Visa or Maslcr Card
Call today to place your ad!
568 6127

Need some money after Spring Break?
Sell your items in 77ze Breeze classifieds!
Text Books - Furniture - Clothes - Music - Odds & Ends
Only $15 to run your ad for the rest of the semester or until it sells*.
•Call 568-6127 for more information

€
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01de Mill Village

Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron).
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know,
"Are they all rented yet?"
Drives Ron nuts.
So every Thursday, Ron starts
handing out $100 bills
to anybody completing
the leasing process.

$100!
BIKIB ■• *>' Mtttf

"Taking Rons money is fun!
And I get a great apartment too!"

Is he nuts? Yes!!
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Old Mill Village.*
'Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details.

HA

south Avenue, -jfrssszs;

Harrisonburg

.^VT^NAC-EMENTC;i«our

A

(540)432-9502

JtsA www.oldemillvillage.com
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Dave is upset.
Dave is rea 11 y u pset.
Dave waited too long before signing his
lease at South View Apartments and
his space was leased to someone else.
We called Dc\vc several times and he kept
telling us he'd be in but never made it.
We did the best we could for Dave and
found a nice apartment for him but it
wasn't his first choice.
Don't get stuck like Dave.
Come in to sign your lease while you
still have choices.
■

■

■

The Commons, South View and Stone Gate Apartments
FREE ETHERNET, CABLE AND LOCAL TELEPHONE

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

1068 N Lois Lane.

The Commons

Stone Gate
Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm

43i-66oo
www.lbjlimited.com

South View

11
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